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On the 18th of January, 1930 the Tasmanian Parliament 

created the Hydro Electric Commission, and handed to that 

statutory corporation the administration of the State's 

electrical energy development. This study seeks to describe 

how and why this came about. As such it encroaches upon 

three fields of historical research and analysis. 

The first of these is the field of administrative 

history: the history of methods used by governments to 
I 

I 

manage their functions and initiatives. Admin~strative 

history is gaining ground in Australian historical circles 

as a legitimate branch of specialist study. For this we 

must largely attribute thanks to the promotional work of 

l Roger Wettenhall. Melding history with political science 

it seeks, among other things, to explore a dialectic which 

exists in democratic society: the need to maintain both 

accountability and efficiency in the management of 

government undertakings. This dialectic is particularly 

relevant to government business undertakings, or 'public 

enterprise'. It shifts in emphasis according to external 

conditions. In times of economic adversity or weak 

government, for example, the weight of the need for 

efficiency can tend to outweigh the demands of popular 

opinion. At other times, when for example an administration's 

policies appear out of touch with virulent popular demands 

(be they reasonable or not), the call to account must be 

heeded if democracy is to survive. As we shall see, during 

the period 1914-30 the principle of efficiency far 

outweighed the problem of accountability, yet both had to 

be considered. 
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Wettenhall greets with pleasure any historically 

orientated administrative case study. He sees them as 

invaluable tools for both the administrator and the general 

reader who 

around him. 2 

attempts to get a firmer grasp on the world 

One hopes that this study will provide such 

a contribution: worthy of perusal by people interested 

in the origins of Tasmania's first and most influential 

statutory corporation. 

The second historical school to which this study 

aspires is that which concerns itself with a revision of 

the historiography surrounding Australian intellectualism. 

In this country it is all too apparent that the 

intellectual has long been written out of history. This 

has stemmed from early days in which foreign observers 

saw Australia as a 'social laboratory', yet failed to 

find intellectual stimuli behind the phenomenon. · This 

relates directly to our topic. The foreign observer was 

probably correct in his assumption that early state 

activity in the 'developmental' arena stemmed more from 

necessity than from social theory. However at the same 

time that such judgements were being made, a body of 

ideologically motivated bourgeois bureaucrats and other 

professionals .was in the process of development. It was 

paradoxical however that such people were the initiators 

of the myth of the unintellectual nature of Australians. 

As Tim Rowse points out, the historiography developed by 

pessimistic scholars and social critics in the 1930's and 

40's 'has died hard' 3 (if it is indeed dead). The time 

has now arrived to join with those like Rowse and M~chael 
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Roe, who seek to redress the balance and demonstrate that 

intellectualism and ideology did indeed help shape the 

polity of Australia. Roe's latest book, Nine Australian 

Progresivest Vita}ism in Bou~~2~oci~ Thought 1890 -

1960, indicates that there have been numerous eminent 

Australians completely in touch with ideological 

contemporary world trends. In the first few decades of 

the present century the tenet of efficiency was embodied 

in the progressive movement, which had both Tasmanian and 

more specifically hydro-electric ramifications. However 

it must be asserted that such people were very often 

frustrated in their aims. 

Chapter One of this thesis deals with administration 

and progressivism in a theoretical manner. It seeks to 

put the events described in the remaining chapters into 

their historical context. It also provides an exploration 

of the language of progress. The reader will notice that 

in recent times that language has become somewhat out of 

date. 

Chapters Two to Four, narrow into a case study of 

a particular era of what might be termed 'Hydro history'. 

Because of the particularly strong influence of 'hydro-

industrialisation' - the policy of providing cheap power 

to large industries whose main production cost is energy -

Hydro history is virtually the history of Tasmania this 

4 century. One cannot look at Tasmania without looking at 

its Hydro. Therefore, in more than one way this work 

provides a contribution to a growing body of local history. 



Nevertheless the particular concern of this thesis 

is one which has not really been previously tackled: the 

relationship between power, politics and progress in 

Tasmania pre-1930. 

While there have been essays into particular events 

d t d . f L b t d . th . d S l an s u les o a or governmen s urlng e perlo , on y 

two works have dealt with the 1920's in any depth. Both 

have appeared in the last five years, which indicates the 

topicality of the subject today. One is an admirable 

piece of social history: however it fails to make any 

attempt at critical analysis. 6 The other is Peter Read's 

recerit (1985) M. Soc. Sci. thesis. It comes closest to 

our particular topic. 'The Organisation of Electricity 

Supply in Tasmania', however, deals mainly with the 

creation and development of the human and technological 

superstructure of the Hydro. While Read touches on the 

growth of administrative machinery, he is most concerned 

with showing how 'technology shaped the organisation' . 7 

'~. 

Thankfully he has left the study of top level administration 

in the period8 to the present writer. 

Incidentally, no apology is made for joining with 

those who have made play of the word 'power'. It is in 

fact almost a universal practice among those who observe 

the activity of the Hydro. Peter Thompson's use of the 

t . t dl t . t. 9 erm was po1n e y an agonls-lc. Sir Allan Knight - ex 

commissioner of the Hydro and close colleague of Premier 

'Electric' Eric Reece - used it but in a far more 

jocular fashion. 10 Nobody can possibly deny that the 



Hydro is, and as we shall see always has been, an integral 

part of Tasmanias power structure. 

As to sources, one could almost say that everything 

extan~ has been considered in preparing this dissertation. 

Unfortunately much was useless; much more was useful, but 

unable to be included. The writer has had the good fortune 

of enjoying free access to all records of the archives of 

the state, of Parliament, and of the Hydro itself. While 

secondary materials have been consulted, a close scrutiny 

of footnotes and bibliography will reveal that - except 

in the theoretical chapter - documentary evidence has 

formed the basis of the argument presented. Most valuable 

has been the Hydro's collection of newspaper clippings, 

which gives a deep insight into the concerns of the 

undertaking's management, and a running commentary of 

events which shaped its growth. 

There have however been limitations. Some important 

documents have long since been lost or destroyed. The lack 

of substantial Hansards is only partially compensated by 

the collected 'Mer~ury Reprints of Parliamentary Debates'. 

The use of oral testimony has been grossly undermined by 

the natural erosion of time. A great deal of work needs 

yet to be done collecting information which might give an 

insight into the characters and concerns of the men and 

women who have shaped our society. 
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FOOTNOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

1. See the bibliography for Wettenhall's contribution 

to this field. Wettenhall spent many years in the 

political science department of this University. 

2. Wettenhall, R.L. "The Neglect of Administrative 

History', THR~, 24/1977. 

3. Rowse, T. Australian Liberalism and National ----------·-----

Character (Melbourne, 1978) p.3. 

4. At present a book is being prepared by Mr. Roger 

Lupton and myself, which hopes to give the 'definitive' 

history of the Hydro. It will be published late in 

1987. 

5. For example: Michael Denholm's, 'Lyons Labor 

government' (Tas. Uni. Ron's Thesis, 1973) Peter 

Fagan's, 'Earle Labor Government' (ditto, 1975). 

,1981-2). 

7. p.l. 



8. For a study of top-level administration in more 

recent times see Ibrahim J., 'The Manag9ment and 

Administration of the Hydro-Electric Commission'. 

(Tas. Uni. Hen's Thesis, 1971). 

9. Power in Tasmania (Melbourne, 1981). 

10. 'The Quest for Power', Sir John Morris Memorial 

Lecture, Adult Education BoarQ, 1966. 
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~ h ClB_!: e r _On~ : Th~-~ l as _Q__Q.f_Xi'_fl:~~~_Il._~y ___ ~llfi __ Q_(:'_r:t1 Q_~ racy in 

_l?_l:l_~~9:Q_g_:t::c:~:~tl:~-TQ_~Q:t:'Y 9:12Q_P 

By 1920 current world trends which questioned the 

workings of democracy were in evidence in Tasmania. It 

seemed that while democratic visions of the active State 

were relevant to Tasmania, so too was the modern realisation 

that perhaps the political side of government was hindering 

effective administration of government policies. The system 

of administration, which had developed at a time when 

goverqments refrained from economic activities, was not 

suited to current movements in 'State Socialism'. Close 

involvement of 'amateur' Ministers in administration hin

dered the business efficiency of public enterprises. The 

'cult of the expert' was a natural reaction to the problem 

and the result was concerted advocacy of the public corpor

ation as an alternative, indeed an antithesis, to the 

departmental system found so wanting. By the time the 

Tasmanian Government had begun to develop the State's hydro

electric potential, the arguments central to public admin-

istration had become highly topical. Yet the forces of 

democracy and 'political interference' were not to be 

instantly or easily eroded. 

The amount of public enterprise being undertaken in 

Australia at the time of Federation was remarkable in 

comparison to the experience of other Anglo-Saxon nations. 
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It was part of a broad spectrum of State activity and 

advanced social legislation which drew much comment from the 

north~rn hemisphere. The French sociologist Albert M~tin 

visited the Australasian colonies in 1899. He marvelled 

first at the advanced state of socialism in the antipodes, 

and then at the apparent fact that such advances had been 

made virtually without doctrinal impetus. 1 M~tin's 

observation was quite correct: pragmatic necessity, more 

than ideology was at the root of most Australi.an State 

activity. Nevertheless if the language of socialism was not 

apparent to ~1~t:i.n, the language of the much broader 

'progressive' movement was. Contacts with British, and to a. 

lesser extent American, political and social reformist 

literature and lecturers were strong enough around 1900 to 

excite a cultural reaction from some Australian 

t . ] . t 2 na J.ona .. J.s-s. Popular ideas about politics and government 

could not help but be drawn from contemporary trends in the 

northern hemisphere. This was particularly evident in the 

rapid development of statutory authorities after about 

1900. These were staffed by experts and freed from the 

clutches of amateur politicians. They managed the Public 

Service generally, and public enterprises in particular. 

Early reforms in the civiJ service in Bri.tain were 

part of the larger reform movement which gained strength 

towards the end of the 1820's. Drawing from enlightenment 

notions of humanism and democracy, reformists stressed·human 

values and aimed at extension of the franchise, social 
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legislation, an~ an end to overweening, bureaucratic and 

venal government. Within the movement a split occurred 

which created an ideological and practical debate still 

relevant today. The debate centred around the role of the 

State. On the one hand 'liberal' individualists sought to 

limit government to its traditional minimum. But 

j.ncreasingly virulent in opposition to these liberals, more 

radical doctrinaire democrats aimed at popular sovereignty: 

seeing the state as the common representative of the 

community. 

Liberals believing in minimal government, or 

faire, were represented by Cobdenites and Utilitarians. To 

secure a society in which individuals could freely compete 

in the economic sphere, they demanded especially that the 

State should abjure economic activity. Towards the end of 

the century they represented the main opposition to public 

enterprise in manufacturing and even in the provision of 

common services. However, so that proper conditions for 

free enterprise could be created they called for civil 

service reforms. The Northcote-Trevelyan Report (1854) gave 

voice to the demand, and its provisions were enacted over a 

period of twenty years. This entailed the creation of a 

'"neu~ral" civil service filled by open competitive 

examination [and free from] aristocratic jobbery and 

• t I 3 mJ.smanagemen_. 
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The doctrinaire democrats rejected the idea of the 

'neutral' state: instead it was to be an active instrument 

of the popular will. To make the instrument more 

representative they demanded universal suffrage. When this 

was not instantly forthcoming thus rendering effective 

political influence out of their immediate reach - some 

democrats began advocating 'direct-action'. Early in the 

20th century these doctrinaire syndicalists gained strength 

in the trade union movement. However a less threatening and 

eventually more potent group of democrats (or socialists) 

developed a strong movement in favour of the the active 

State and naturally therefore in favour of public 

enterprise. 

I 
Ironically the administrative reforms sponsored by 

liberal capitalists helped socialists to achieve their 

active state. One Australian progressive, P.W. Eggleston, 

perhaps put it best: 

curiously enough, it was the Utilitarians 
who developed a theory of sovereignty, and 
law which marked a definite advance in the 
efficiency of legislative action. They 
needed something sharp to cut away 
feudalism, privilege, and the machinery of 
paternalism in order to clear the ground for 
laissez faire. But the Austinian theory, 
that law is a command and the State is 
omnipotent really paved the way for modern 
socialism. The power of the state, so 
conceived, might be as effective to build up 
as to cut away. Indeed, it was less apt to 
install laissez faire than to create the 
elaborate machinery necessary for State 
action. 4 
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As industrial expansion rapidly urbanised and 

centralised western peoples, the cJ.ass of workers most 

receptive to socJ.alist ideas grew in number. Electoral 

reforms improved their political voice, and Education Acts 

assisted the spread of ideas. State activity became 

increasingly popular and common, and by the turn of the 

century laissez faire was an historical phenomenon. 

Simple democratic feeling however was probably not the 

most important impetus to State activity. Economic trends 

were also very important. The pressing need for physical 

development, which affected Britain, America and Australia 

equally, inspired bourqeois intellectuals to provide an 

answe,r. The answer appeared in various forms. However it 

can be basically summed up in the words, 'progress' and 

'efficiency.' As a Fabian socialist, and member of the 

broader progressive movement, George Bernard Shaw recalled 

in 1888 how economic recession in the mid 1870's had led 

many young 

pupils 
roused by Henry George's Pr 

------:'--:-~"---C::.... .. ~-""~-:~:i-.;::_ 
£__~, (to rejE~ctl evolu ree 
thought, take to insurrectionary economics; 
(and study) Karl Marx. 

They had prepared for Revolut:ion, 'no lat:er than 

1889.' However by the time of writing (1888) Shaw could say 

that, 1 5 'the ensuing years sifted and sobered us. Instead 

of Revolution - the levelling effects of which would almost 

necessarily affect negatively the lives of intellectual 

bourgeoisie - CBS and fellow Fabian socialists advocated 



Richard Owen's more moderate, gradualist, constitutional 

method of social change. Searching for Utopia the Fabians 

fell in with American progressives elevating the State as 

the means to their ends. 

iAn example of faith in State-action was Sidney Webb's 

praise of the Post Office as an efficient State-enterprise. 

Another Fabian, Webb saw the Post Office as an effective 

demonstration of 'political power and political organisation 

... used for industrial ends.' He went on to list, over 

several pages, the ramifications of State activity already 

apparent in England in 1889. 6 Even in fields 'still 

abandoned to private enterprise', the State was daily 

13. 

regulating to ameliorate 'the ana~chic competition of 

private greed. •7 Ten years later Webb and his wife Beatrice 

were guests of Alfred Deakin: 'New Liberal', social reformer 

and a father of Australian Federation. 8 New Liberalism in 

Australia was roughly equivalent to the Fabian brand of 

socialism in that it promoted social legislation but avoided 

revolutionary interference with the status quo. Graham 

Wall as, another contributor to the FaQ:L_~Q __ Es_say:s, called for 

the day when railway systems would be 'owned by the English 

nation. • 9 In Australia, by that time, railroads were 

already well absorbed into the public sector. Only the 

State, in Australian experience, could develop and 

administer effective and efficient public utilities to the 

benefit of society in general. 



In America the progressive movement came to fullest 

flower. In the words of Michael Roe: 

Reformist and Utopian ideas had always 
flourished in the great republic, yet by the 
late nineteenth century liberal capitalism 
had manifestly created enormous social 
problems. Something like progressivism was 
a near inevitable outcome of this 
dialectic. 10 

1 / -· . 

Professor Roe's analysis of dialectic-intellectualism 

here runs parallel with Marxian dialectic-materialism and 

brings out the very real link between Fabian Socialism and 

the broader progressive movement. Both were products of 

powerful and connected nineteenth century trends. In fact 

they are so closely connected it is difficult to see which 

came first. However it is reasonable to accept Roe's 

version, which presents Progressivism, or political 'modern-

ism', as an umbrella movement and Fabian socialism as one 

of its ramifications. The Progressive's highest ranking 

quality was 'efficiency', often a synonym for 'business', 

which meant: 

... bei.ng imbued by purpose, and bending 
every nerve and skill to that purpose [while 
loathing) waste, or 'drift' [and] obsolete 
tradition. 11 

The emphasis here is obviously on Man. While the 

State is supreme, it is staffed with people. The Webbs and 

Shaw were people of the highest order and, in true 

progressive style, throughout the Edwa:rdi.an peri.od they 

"had to all intents and purposes dropped their former 
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commitment to Socialism, striving instead for the much more 

limited objectives contained in the National Efficiency 

ideology." 12 G.R. Searle has described The ------"=------

Robert ·vviebe has 

looked at the phenomenon in America in his Search for Order 

Wiebe saw that the turn of the century period of 

heightened industrialisation, urbanisation and immigration 

changed the structure of American society from a loose 

collection of self contained communitie into a nation. A 

new State structure was therefore required to cope with the 

problems of standardisation, and the centralisation of 

national administration. To achieve that aim, a 'new middle 

class' sought to transform American democracy and implant a 

new value system to replace the old hierarchy. Not looking 

for socialism, the Progressive movement nonetheless vaunted 

the necessity of a government of continuous involvement; a 

dynamic, centralised public administrative machine; and, 

naturally enough, an important societal niche for 

themselves. Assigning to government for greater power, the 

new system elevated a novel social elite: the expert, 

professional, bureaucratic (yet) creative and efficient, 

. J l:J' t 13 manager1a. pu) .. J.c servan ·. Roe has demonstrated the 

Australian manifestation of this process. 
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Australia, always had public- enterprise and socialism 

(even if 'sans doctrines'). Its colonial beginnings and 

sparse population necessitated immediate and continuing 

State activity. In post 1920 Australia a nascent native 
/ 

historiography of social development accepted Metins' 

hypothesis of socialism-without-doctrine and noted over a 

century of government paternalism. F.A. Bland (see below) 

thoroughly investigated the NSW Publj_c Service in 1923. But 

the most systematic study of 'State Socialism' (or State

capitalism) can be found in F.W. Eggleston•s 14 book of 

1932 i k)6 d J t I ' tl7 h' , . vv. K. Hancoc -- · use Egg .es- on s manuscr 1p as 1 s 

source for the 'State Socialism' chapter of his _0ust:_rali_§l._ 

(1930). Both were in accord with E.O.G. Shann's Economic 

History of Australia (1930). Bland, Eggleston, Hancock and 

Shann gave intelligent voice to the progressive 'cult of the 

expert' which had begun to take root in Australasia towards 

1900 when, 'The new technologies of the age and the writings 

of such men as Nietzsche, Bergson, and James inspired a new 

breed of social reformer - men of thought driven to serve 

society as active citizens. ,lB As both thinkers and doers 

such men sought to redress the balance in government between 

politics and administration in favour of the latter. 

The institutional manifestations of those 'active 

citizens' progressive work most relevant to the present 

study, are to be found in reforms to the civil service and 

to the administration of public enterprises. The aims of 

reformers were two-fold, both conducive to efficiency. 
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Firstly, the expert commission, by replacing Ministerial 

depar~ments (and thus politicians), would supposedly 

eradicate ignorant and politically motivated interference, 

amateurism and venality. Close approximation to the methods 

of private businesses would allow for 'flexibility' and 

sound economic practice. Secondly, the removal of 

government administration from politics would allow for a 

continuity unobtainable when administrative heads were also 

Ministers subject to frequent electoral pressure. 

In New South Wales in 1895 the first of an Australian 

series of Public Service Bills was enacted. The series was 

completed by Tasmania's Public Service Act of 1905. Based 

on British experience and that of American cities which 

discarded democratic administrations for the "city 

I "
19 th I) b J . c . )\ t· c . A t J . manager s e . u .1.c ,)erv1ce t\C -·" 1.n us ·ra .1a 

established boards or commissions of experts to organise 

government administration, particularly aiming to take 

control of personnel out of political hands and place it in 

control of an independent central body. However, to the 

horror of later scholars the idea soon disintegrated. 

Bland's pioneering Australian study of the -=S..:...h..:...a..:..........;;...;..;...:s'---a·.c_;;_;:_n..:.:.d 

the force of tradition and the stress of 
political expediency quickly made serious 
breaches [in the Public Service Board] 
principle and consequently there [was] 
witnessed a mushroom growth of commissions 
and departments "independent" of the central 
Public Service authority. 20 

F. A. 
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Bland's hope for a sing\Q administrative authority 

to counterbalance obsessive democratic interference was 

h ' d ' ']' 21 never ac 1eve 1n Austra .. 1a. Nevertheless his comments 

help pinpoint a movement which started around 1900. As will 

be seen in later chapters his comments relate closely to the 

Tasmanian experience. 

Bland's mentor was Professor Robert F. Irvine. 

Progressive, pedagogue, planner, and promoter of a 'super

secretariat' ,22 Irvine led the 'National Efficiency 

M t I ' A t ] ' 23 ~ovemen 1n us·ra .1a. Another Irvine - the Professor's 

contemporary, William II. - was a politician concerned with 

effective administration. Be was eulogised by Eggleston for 

his developmental policy as Victorian Premier, 24 and for his 

intellectual fostering of the statutory corporation ideal. 

Australia's leading administrative historian today, 

25 Professor R.L. Wettenhall, has called W.H. Irvine and his 

political partner, George Swinburne, 'two of the greatest 

26 architects of the public corporation Australia has known.' 

For a systematic analysis of the instrument as it related to 

public enterprise, Australians had to wait for Eggleston's 

St Nevertheless the 

principles he enumerated had a long history by that time. 
! 

Agreeing with Bland, Eggleston noted the rise, after 

about 1903, of the statutory corporation as the instrument 

with whi.ch governments entered into business: 



a body with a defined charter and a 
financial endowment, which can act 
independently of the departmental system of 
the state. 27 

Yet by definition, the i~strument could be varied to suit 

certain needs, those 'needs' were very often politically 

determined. The 'defined charter' could in effect mean 

19. 

anything; a 'financial endowment' often entailed dependence 

on the consolidated revenue, and thus upon a budget 

necessarily tailored to suit political exigency; on the 

final count, 'independence from the departmental system' did 

not always entail independence from Ministerial executive 

authority. Hence the statutory corporation might ensure the 

accountability of public-enterprise to its shareholders 

through the democratic principle. However this was 

gene~ally maintained at the expense of efficiency and 

economy. Thus there was need for a much tighter definition 

especially in the eyes of progressive promoters of national 

efficiency. 

The paradox was that while, as the Queensland Senator 

A. St Ledger put it in 1909, 'The States found it imperative 

to save (the railways] from uncontrolled State power,' 

politicians were unwilling to take the principle to its 

logical end. So it was that when the Victorian Railways 

were vested in a statutory corporation, administered by 

three commissioners, in 1903, 29 they were not given 

financial autonomy. Being dependant upon government finance 

the service remained a 'plaything of poli.tical influence,' 
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it had been since nationalisation in the 1850's. 

Politicians, ever seeking the vote, could and did use 

pressure to have unprofitable lines laid, or to maintain low 

rates. This made the railways totally unpayable - bringing 

a huge burden on the tax payers pocket. Thus in Victoria by 

1930-31 total capital expenditure had reached 74,609,206 
I 

pounds; Annual capital charges were rated 3,596,758 pounds; 

yet net revenue for that year was only 2,313,214 pounds: 

leaving a deficit of over 1.2 million pounds to be met by 

Treasury subsidy. 30 rrhe experience was pretty. well 

universal in Australia. Tasmania's experience was such that 

a 1910 Act incorporating the Tasmanian Government Railways 

(TGR), under a single commissioner without financial 

independence: 'was so grossly abused by the politicians of 

the State that people generally forgot that the TGR had been 

tdt th b] . t' f ,31 conver -e o - e pu .. 1c corpora 1on .:arm. Similar 

experiences in Victoria taught Eggleston that: 'The 

integrity and efficiency of a state Service are rooted in 

finance, all the evils of political influence will enter if 

any loophole is left through a fi.nancial defect. •32 

In the following chapters, therefore, the reader will 

not be surpri.sed that fi.nanci.aJ. autonomy was a burning issue 

with those who would have an efficient and business like 

state hydro-electric enterprise. 

The numerous attempts in Australia to place public 

utilities under statutory boards independent of Ministerial 
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control were symptomatic of 'declining faith representative 

t ' d th · f d f f government, 33 governmen , an e r1se o: oppose. :orrns o: _ 

which by the late 1920's could be seen most clearly in the 

establishment of despotism in formerly democratic 

Mediterranean countries. While Australian bourgeois 

intellectuals contrived to uphold social democracy under the 

banner of 'New Liberalism', many of them admired the 

apparent efficiency of early fascist experiments in Italy. 

For many of them, democracy seemed to be deteriorating into 

'mob rule.' The period 1914-30, characterised.by war and 

economic uncertainty, brought the vitality of meritocratic 

elitism inherent in progressivism into high relief made 

manifest by a broad range of pedagogical literature. 

Compromise was sought to answer the old yet 

increasingly virulent problem which existed in the dialectic 

between the principles of democratic government and those of 

business and efficiency. For some the problem seemed to 

demand a return to some modern counterpart of laissez 

faire. The Queensland Professor of Psychology and Ethics, 

Elton Mayo, sought to restrict the activity of the political 

side of government which, he thought,had become dangerously 

. 'd d 34 m1sgu1 e . Eggleston too was converted between 1924 and 

1927 from a strong advocate of public ownership and 

operation of all common services to the view that society 

had not yet advanced to an appropriate stage of civil 

responsibility - the public was ignorant and apathetic and 

'Nobo~y was interested but the "interests". •35 There were 



other people in this movement of disgust and retraction: 

people who saw the need to reassert the division between the 

political and administrative functions of government in the 

interests of efficiency and business economy. 'I'hey called 

upon businessmen, professionals, experts; to relieve amateur 

politicians of the reins of government administration. In 

Tasmania, as we shall see, the situation was much the same. 

Perhaps the most obvious intellectual link between 

Tasmanian and mainland progressives was to·be found in the 

university extension programme for the Workers Education 

Association. The University of Tasmania's Calendar for 

1914-15 announced that WEA tuturials in Economics, begun in 

36 June 1914, now had 80 members. By mid 1918 it was pleased 

that 'active local extension committees could be found in 

Launceston, Burnie, Devenport, Ulverstone, Lindisfarne and 

37 Bushy Park.' Bushy Park was the home of one of the chief 

protagonists of this thesis, the 'Tasmanian Visionary• 38 of 

irrigation and loudest promotor of a Hydro Electric 

i 
Commission, W.E. Schoobridge. One of Michael Roe's 

Progressives, Edmund Morris Miller - whose name is now 

fastened to the Tasmanian University's library- lectured 

often in company with Meredith Atkinson, 39 the most prolific 

40 of progressive pedagogues. The young Torleiv Hytten's 

honours thesis, 'A Study in Rail way Economics' ( 19 2 8) was a 

prime example of intellectual grasp of progressive tenets 

apropos public administration (and in fact qualified him for 

his M.A.). 



Both Labor and non-Labor media in Tasma,nia spouted the 

language and aims of progressivism, drawn from local 

experience and also directly from overseas. Edmund 

presented a 

continuous advocacy for political attention to the "Hydro 

Management Question." His opposite number at the Hobart 

Mercury, W.H. Simmonds, did likewise. Both had reached 

h . . . h h h . h 41 t e1r matur1ty 1n t e nort ern em1sp ere. John Butters 

and Harry Curtis, chief engineers and general managers of 

the Hydro Electric Department (1914-1933) were both active 

engineer - businessmen who put the intellectual principles 

of progressivism to work wherever possible. 'rheir public 

statements ever betrayed their knowledge of overseas 

directions in public enterprise administration. There can 

be little doubt that the guiding ideas of a half-century of 

western thought had not escaped the notice of people in the 

'At' . ] . t A ~ d' I 
42 "'] t' . . 'f' tJ . h n 1-Soc1.a .. J.S rca 1a , .L .oa 1ng 1nSJ.gn1: 1can .y 1n t e 

great Southern Ocean. Yet there is even less doubt that, as 

in Eggleston's Victoria, no one was interested but the 

'interests': the Hydro Management Question was not 

"political", an electoral issue, so governments let it 

ride. The following chapters will trace the relationship 

between politics and the management of Tasmania's 

hydro-electricity, in the light of the above discussion. 
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Chapter Two: Tasmania's Hydro Electric Department. 

Early Legislation:Political Control 

Plus Expert Management. 

In 1909 the Complex Ores Act 1 passed through 

Tasmania's legislature. Though the stated purpose of the 

Act was to provide power for a single factory, it gave James 

H. Gillies' electrometallurgical company extensive rights to 

develop the hydro-electricity potential of Great Lake; to 

generate and distribute electric current state-wide; and 

even to submit regulations for these purposes to the 

government. In December 1910 Complex Ores Ltd. floated a 

subsidiary company vested with those rights. The Hydro 

Electric Power and Metallurgical Company (HEPM Co.), under 

engineer-in-chief and manager John Butters, 2 carried out 

construction works at Waddamana until it ran into 

overwhelming difficulties: a severe winter in 1912; the 

contraction of the European money market caused by the 

3 Balkan War; and possibly some interference from a would-be 

competitor. 4 HEPM Co. went into receivership in early 1914 

and by October the entire scheme was in the hands of the 

Tasmanian people. 

With the purchase the government also acquired the 

services of John Iienry Butters (1885-1969), around whose 

personality the next ten year's events revolved. This man 
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more than any other determined the direction hydro 

5 development would take, almost to the present day. A lover 

of the science of electricity - 'an apparent abstraction, 

and yet ... amenable to the most marvelous mathematical 

d Jl • t ] ' J d' • ] • I 
6 h ] mo e 1ng - a mos- .og1.ca. lSCJ.p .. J.ne. - . e was a .so a 

'captain of industry' in the classic mould. 7 As a 

technician his skills were never in doubt, even before his 

Tasma~ian experience. As a businessman, however, though 

eminently successful, his credentials were made the subject 

of debate in Tasmania. Butters was a propagandist of the 

first degree. He did more to publicise Tasmania's power 

resources and popularise domestic consumption than any mere 

technician could have done. His life's interests included 

the active promotion of the status of professional 

engineers. 8 His early involvement in George Pearce's ,... 

Federal Scientific Research Bureau 9 (forerunner of the 

CSIRO), and his efforts in establishing tertiary-level 

engineering at the University of Tasmania10 help place him 

firmly in the mould of 'Australian Progressive' as defined 

11 by Roe. 

Born in England in 1885, eldest of a seaman's six 

children, Butters was imbued with responsibility early in 

life. His education was sound and distinguished, as were 

his college careers on the soccer field and cricket 

. j h 12 pJ.:C • Joining the giant German-Anglo engineering company 

of Siemens' Brothers in 1905, he made meteoric progress. At 

age twenty four he was posted to Melbourne as the company's 
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JOHN HENRYi BUTT,ERS, 

1885 - 1969 

Photo courtesy HEC archi.ves$ 



Australasian chief engineer. In 1910 he advised the New 

Zealand government on the design and layout of its Hira Hora 

hydro-electric works. By the following year, when he came 

to advise HEPM Co. on the Great Lake Scheme, Butter's name 

had already acquired an aura of professional distinction. 

Yet he also displayed an attractive sense of adventure; 

t ]] ' I' 'tIt 1 ' 13 rave .. 1.ng 1.ncogn1 _o o 'Iasman1a. His obvious good 

looks and 'quiet manner of absolute confidence in himself,' 

provided a source of interest for Tasmania's women folk. 14 

Nevertheless HEPM Co. had other more practical criteria; and 

by 1911 they and their adventurous scheme had attracted him 

into their employ. 

John Henry Butters was a man in the Kiplingesque sense 

of the word. He risked his reputation in the 'heap and 

toss' of Tasmanian hydro-electric development and won a 

hefty if sometimes troublesome reward. He was a 

professional elitist; yet never did he 'lose the common 

touch.' By the time he left in 1925 to chair the Commission 

administering the construction of Canberra he had won the 

general, if sometimes grudging, admiration of most 

Tasmanians. A fountain of information and framer of 

government policies he was enjoyed by the press who 'waited 

upon him' and often printed his statements word perfect. 

Those of his staff who live to remember him invariably talk 

of his 'charisma' and his friendly yet firm attitude. 

Brother engineers of the highest calibre frequently accepted 

with thanks his contribution to their fellowship. By the 
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time he grew old 'JHB' was on more boards of directors and 

executives of societies and institutes than most people 

could have dealt with. When attacked, however, he could be 

brutal, even caustic in reply: a master of the forensic 

art. His Tasmanian career was characterised by remarkably 

efficient service in the face of political interference and 

public criticism which may well have daunted a lesser man. 

For the purposes of our topic three points are to be 

culled from the events of 1914. The first is that many, 

including Gillies himself, were relieved that the government 

of Labor's John Earle brought such an important 

developmental enterprise into the control of the state. The 

second is that party politics appear to have had nothing to 

do with the decision to purchase. As we have seen in 

Chapter One, public enterprise in Australia was a popular 

phenomenon early this century. 

There is the possibility that differences in 

party attitudes, as described by C.H. Northcott in 1914, 15 

were operative in Tasmania. Northcot~ made the general 

point that Labor attitudes to State-Socialism or 'state 

interference' were guided by the ideology of social welfare, 

whereas Liberals had ' ... no definite principle beyond one 

f d . d . ,16 o: expe 1ency an comprom1se. However Peter Fagan's 

recent study of John Earle's Labor Government (1914-16) has 

shown that the policies of the Tasmanian Labor Ministry and 

the Tasmanian Liberal League were remarkably similar. Both 
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left and right believed in a 'reasonable' amount of private 

enterprise, and in a policy of nationalisation only when 

private enterprise was detrimental to the public 

. t t 17 1n eres . 

The most important consideration in making the final 

purchase of the HEPM Co. was the attractiveness of the 

floundering company's proposal. Encouraged by the New 

Zealand electrical expert Evan Parry's April report on the 

soundness of the scheme, 18 Earle prepared the Hydro Electric 

Purc~ase Act, 1914: 19 which in effect allowed the government 

to buy a 200,000 pound scheme for a down payment of only 

20 25,000 pounds. Prompted by a strong press campaign, the 

Legislative Council - known for its conservatism in relation 

to progressive acts 21 
- consented to the deal. As The 

Mercury had put it, while the 'national development' aspect 

was important the decision rested essentially on the 

. . J f b . 22 pr1nc1p.es o: us1ness. 

This brings us to our third point: that while business 

principles determined the purchase, the question of how to 

manage the new acquisition along the lines of business seems 

largely to have been ignored: and this at a time when 

perhaps such discussion would provide the most fruitful 

outcome. Instead of planning from the start Eor future 

requirements legislation was to be developed ad hoc. Thus 

by 1917 Butters was working under several Acts and numerous 

Amendments: a situation causing much confusion. 
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Nevertheless the 1914 Act made Earle's administrative 

intentions clear. section 11 of the Act vested in the 

Minister of Lands and Works power to construct the works and 

all the 'powers, authorities, privileges, concessions and 

advantages' hitherto extended to Complex Ores for that 

purpose. Thus the scheme came under the Public Works 

Execution Act, 1880, and the Branch Roads Construction Act, 

1881. The Hydro was to be firmly ensconced within the 

State's departmental system. This idea was questioned -

according to records available - by only one MHA; and not at 

all by the press. The Liberal lawyer and MHA for Denison, 

William Fullerton 23 asked Premier Earle if he would appoint 

a commissioner to 'place the management under proper 

control.' 

Fullerton felt uneasy that the Act 'gave the Minister 

absolute control' and asked for an undertaking that no 

contracts would be entered into while the house was in 

recess. He obviously feared amateur and unchecked political 

control. Earle replied that Fullerton 'was asking 

altogether too much.' Ministers, he said, would shoulder 

the responsibility. He referred to the wider implications 

of development. 'The building up of a large industrial 

population, for example was, one of the most vital 

. t '24 1.mpor ance. The premier suggested that such 

considerations called for flexibility in contract-making 

whereas a commission would have to deal from a fixed scale 
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of charges. In fact Earle had already asked John Butters if 

he would take the job of 'Chief Engineer and Manager of the 

proposed Hydro Electric Department': and Butters accepted 

25 the next day (21st July 1914). 

In rejecting Fullerton's proposal Earle thus defined a 

policy of political control based on a belief that only 

representative Ministers could evaluate the total 

ramifications of hydro development policy. The flexibility 

he referred to was not 'flexibility' in the business sense -

related to financial autonomy - but flexibility which would 

allow the government to offer cheap power (even below cost) 

in the interests of indirect benefits to the State: ie. jobs 

created, taxes collected, It seems that Earle felt a 

commission which would of necessity base its decision mainly 

on business principles, could not be relied upon to make 

decisions which truly reflected the will of the people's 

representatives in government. Possibly this was based on a 

common belief that commissions lacked initiative, moving too 

slowly for fear of failure. This perspective was to prevail 

for a good many years: if the state was to own it was also 

to control, directly. The idea was given further 

realisation by Section 11 (4) of the Act which exempted the 

Minister from the provisions of the Public Service Act, 

1905, and placed in his hands total autonomy in personnel 

control. As we know, this corresponded with Australian 

trends and provided a source of concern for bureaucratic 

thinkers in the 1920's. It did, however, give early 
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indication that the government realised the business nature 

of its new project and the need to 'confer substantial 

autonomy of management on such (public business) 

enterprises. r
26 Apart from Fullerton, the idea of 

Ministerial 'autonomy' did not impress itself on those 

concerned as a bad thing: instead it provided necessary 

accountability to the democratic shareholders. The policy 

remained not seriously challenged by legislation for eleven 

years. And even outside Parliament the principle of 

Ministerial control was not seriously attacked until at 

least a few years had passed. 

The Hydro Electric Purchase Act received Royal assent 

on 24 July, and on the 'Red Letter nay• 27 of 6 October the 
i 

deal with HEPM Co. was completed. Butters quickly began 

work both completing the electrical scheme and filling 

his new position as a public servant. The former function 

was to be frustrating because of unavoidable delays in 

wartime shipping of supplies. The latter function, however, 

Butters pursued with relish and on 30 October he presented 

his Minister with the first of what was to become a stream 

of well-considered memos, reflecting on the State's 

hydro-electric policy for the future. 

The'Price of Power• 28 memorandum came on the eve of 

Earle's visit to the 1914 Premier Conference. It formed the 

basis of a pricing policy which has lasted to the present 

day. Quoting 'a standard practice throughout the world' he 
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wrote that domestic consumers should subsidise large 

industrial consumers. This was 'a business proposition' 

which would work in the interests of development. Tasmania, 

he stressed, should undercut all competing Australian bulk 

power suppliers. Butters admitted that his technical 

argum~nts might confuse the lay mind. Indeed he was right: 

the subsidy system was a constant source of anJ~~.\ety in the 

years which followed. Nevertheless the government was 

prepared to accept his expert opinion. 

While the government recognised Butter's expertise in 

such matters the public appears to have been slow in 

realising that he had actually been appointed Chief 

Engineer, as well as the position of Manager. In the public 

eye the Hydro was quite simply a government department. 

Early criticism as to an apparent lack of activity gaining 

customers for the State product was leveled at the Minister 

responsible, James Belton. The Exami r advocated the 

appointment of a business manager to drum up trade. 29 

However, this prompted consideration of the subject by The 

Mercur , which came to the sudden realisation in March 1915, 

that the position had been filled by Butters who was indeed 

actively negotiating with prospective customers. 30 In the 

following month Butters addressed the press and various 

bodies, including the Royal society, on the need for public 

support of the scheme which, he said, meant support of the 

scheme by its owners. 31 By likening the public to 

shareholders, however, the Manager of the HED opened 
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something of a Pandora's Box: if the shareholder could 

support he could also criticise; a practice which escalated 

as time went by. 

By mid 1915 the first stage of the Waddamana scheme 

would soon be ready to begin operations. This meant that 

customers would soon be bringing revenue to the HED. An 

entire accounts superstructure would therefore need to be 

cre~ted. Hence in July a Bill was presented to Parliament 

which aimed at providing the machinery for running a 

business enterprise. Administratively, the consequent 

Complex Ores Amendment Act 32 reasserted the principle of 

Ministerial responsibility. The 'promoter' of the 1909 Act 

was replaced by the 'Minister', to be appointed by the 

government through the Governor-in Council. The job was 

first allocated to the Minister for Lands and Works, but as 

the hydro portfolio grew in stature, 'Lands' and 'Works' 

separated into two departments and the Works Minister 

controlled the Hydro Electric Department. Later as the 

Hydro's importance grew even greater, the portfolio passed 

to the Premier, where it has remained with few exceptions 

ever since: although of course the Minister's job, since 

commission status was attained in 1929, has diminished 

considerably. The 1915 Act gave the Minister power to 

'carry on and conduct any branch of any business whatsoever 

connected with the state Hydro-Electric Works, and to carry 

out any purpose ... (that he might) deem desirable in 

t h ' t c t " f t 1 C t t I 
3 3 fi . • d t h ' t t t e 1n erea o o. 11e 0.a e. e ga1ne au. or1 y o en er 



into and enforce contracts. 34 In fact one clause gave him 

general power to 'do anything that the owner of similar 

works might lawfully do. ' 35 

With staff control and a 'defined charter' the HED 

therefore actually resembled a 'statutory corporation.' 

However they were the only aspects in which it did. The 

38. 

Department had no statutory independence from the political 

organ of government. In fact it remained fully accountable 

to the public in two fundamental respects. For a start the 

Minister, being politically appointed, could be politically 

removed at any time. This could mean an electoral defeat or 

a Cabinet decision. Though the former case appears not to 

have happened, the latter certainly did, in 1924, when 

Premier Lyons relieved Minister Belton from the portfolio 

b f h . t . b. ] . t t d ] ] . th . t 3 6 ecause o: 1s pa ent 1.na 1.1 y ·o ea. proper .y Wl 1 • 

Secondly, Section 79 called for 'full and faithful' 

accounts to be kept; for an annual balance sheet to show the 

true financial position of the works and operations of the 

HED. These were to be submitted to the Auditor General for 

certification and gazetting; and to be submitted to 

Parliament together with the Chief Engineer and Manager's 

annual report. The annual report was also to include an 

exhaustive list of HED employees, their names, salaries, 

wages and capacity of employment. The Hydro thus was meant 

to be fully public and its shareholders, the State's 

taxpayers, were to be kept fully informed of its 
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activities. This caused great concern in years to come for 

the ~overnment and its manager who was attempting to 

approximate the secretive workings of a private enterprise. 

When trying to attract business from competing state 

electricity suppliers, the Hydro was denied the commercial 

advantages to ge gained from sole and secret possession of 

crucial operating figures. 

As if it was not to be difficult enough to run a 

competitive and profitable business, the 1915 Act added to 

John Butters future list of woes the stigma of financial 

dependency. On this crucial point he was to campaign first 

and most strongly. Section 81 asserted the Department's 

relation to the consolidated revenue: thus putting economic 

devices such as sinking and depreciation funds out of the 

businessman's reach.Tt attached a 'business' enterprise to a 

Budgetary year (usually some months out of synchronisation 

with the financial year). Eggleston's 'financial loophole' 

was thus applied. 

section 80 provided that expenditure monies were to be 

appropriated by Parliament. This would deny Butters 

flexibility by strictly controlling his spending. Later 

when pressed to prove he had not misappropriated votes of 

money he managed quite remarkably to do so. Joe Lyons 

there-upon asked the House what should be done with a man 

found guilty of sticking to the estimates: to which Franklin 

MHA Hean exclaimed 'Give him the VC! ,J? Indeed Butters was 



showered with public honors culminating, in 1929, in a 

knighthood. 

Butters must have been consulted in framing the 1915 

40. 

Act. The most obvious outcome of such consultation was the 

Act's indirect concession to business principles. While 

ultimate authority was vested in the Minister, the 

subsections relating to the Chief Engineer and Manager were 

vital to successful operation of the enterprise. Prior to 

the Act - during the construction phase - Minister Belton 

enjoyed no statutory powers of delegation. This entailed 

detailed involvement on his part. 38 It allowed for early 

problems: for instance in January 1915 when public pressure 

regarding wages paid at Great Lake sponsored what may be 

seen as a politically motivated concession to labour. On 

Monday, 18th January 1915, Belton emerged from discussions 

with fellow labour agitator Bill Sheridan, announcing that 

he had instructed Butters to raise the minimum wage for 

workers by sixpence, to eight shillings a day. 39 Sheridan 

appointed himself a watchdog over Hydro wages. After Labor 

lost office his attacks became more public, often taking 

place in Parliament. A fully fledged statutory corporation 

would not have been subject to such pressures, taking its 

lead instead from direct negotiation with unions or 

arbitration. Whether a wage rise was justified is not 

important: what is important is lack of independence from 

political influence. 
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The 1915 Act gave the Minister power to delegate his 

authority to his manager, who at the same time gained 

statutory status of his own. Although not actually named in 

40 the Act, Butters was provided with the Governor's 

41 protection and a term of office of five years. He was 

given authority to 'appoint and discharge officers, clerks, 

42 workmen and servants.' w Furthermore Belton was empowered 

to delegate 'all or any of his powers under this Act,' 

except the power of delegation itself, to Butters. Belton 

and his successors made full use of this clause. Butters 

rapidly became recognised as definite head of his 

department. The Act having been passed, he could soon be 

witnessed negotiating large supply contracts on behalf of 

the government. Yet despite being given wide authority, he 

could never escape the prying eye of the public - not always 

a bad thing; but often equating to no more than ignorant or 

politically motivated interference. While his Ministers 

generally pursued a policy of deference to his expert 

opinion, they were at times vacillating, their decisions 

awaiting consideration of political exigencies. As Butters 

intimated to his staff, 43 this could be tremendously 
I 

frustrating, bringing with it often unfair and undeserved 

charges of mismanagement from ignorant or hostile 

observers. 

So, by 1915 the administrative structure of the 

state's hydro-electric enterprise had been settled. The 

government was to control the HED through a single executive 
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officer. It would control personnel without reference to 

the Public service Act, and enter into contracts without 

discussion in parliament. Thus political control had been 

asserted, while the democratic system provided a method of 

censure should the politicians in control fail to work in 

the best interests of the majority. In 1917 a further 

amendment gave the government power to apply the authority 

of the Principle Act to any future developments. This 

further extended its right to 'govern by regulations' and 

provoked a strong yet ineffectual outcry from the press. 

The 1917 Amendment Act also further asserted the principle 

that, while the undertaking was vested in a minister, its 

day to day administration should be left in the hands of 
i 

expert officials - or in this case one expert official. 

Section 10 directly emphasised the government's faith in 

John Butters by upgrading his title to Chief Engineer and 

General Manager. 

As this chapter has, perhaps excessively, sought to 

point out, early legislation proved a source of confusion in 

years to come. The final two chapters will describe the 

results of such confusion. While confirming in principle 

the Hydro's direct accountability to the political process, 

the legislation also demonstrated the principle of deference 

to experts in the interests of national efficiency, 

development and scientific management. Unfortunately the 

two principles, as we saw in Chapter One, are often 

dialectically opposed: the one interfering with the other. 
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As time progressed the dichotomy became patent to 

progressive thi.nkers on the subject. A campajgn thereupon 

arose demanding administrative reform. This campaign, as 

we will see, took two basic forms, both of which were 

partially resisted by none other than John Henry Butters 

himself. Until 1921, when Butters threw his weight behind 

the campaign for full apolitical managerial independence, 

he fought hard to maintQln 'the Ministerial link'. 
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Chapter Three: Asserti Political Control 
~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~c"~-~~ 

Fighting Political Interference 

When the Great Lake Scheme came into the hands of the 

Tasmanian people the atmosphere was one of almost hysterical 

optimism. People seemed to think that almost instantly the 

price of electric current would drop, power would become 

available to all who asked, and the state would be 

transformed into a Lancashire of the South: power and 

industry would bring about a revolutionary change in the 

island's socio-economic outlook. Naturally this did not 

happen. The logistical problems caused by wartime shipping 

and economic recessions exacerbated the fact that great 

schemes cannot be constructed overnight. However, some 

Tasmanians tried to account for the fact that their dream 

had failed to materialise by looking for problems closer to 

home. They found them in the administrative and managerial 

structure of the BED. Before even a year of commercial 

operations had been completed, a movement had begun to 

advocate reorganisation of the Department. 

The movement can be broadly classified into two main 

thrusts. On the one hand people ignored the fact of 

political control and instead identified John Butters' 

control of both engineering and business as the root of the 

problem. This was based largely on a general prejudice 

. t . b . l aga1ns eng1neers as us1nessmen. For some it was also 
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based on a simple distaste towards elitism, autocracy, and 

Butters' apparent love of captaincy. Others simply felt 

that he had too much 'on his plate' and doubted if any 

single person could manage such a complexity of work. 

Naturally Butters' himself recognised the need for thorough 

organisation and clear demarcation of professional tasks. 

It was often ironic that when the press or parliamentarians 

stated that he needed another accountant, a secretary or a 

different accounting system, his Ministers could usually 

reply that Butters was already advertising. 2 But when it 

came to relinquishing executive responsibility over the 

whole undertaking the Chief Engineer and General Manager was 

steadfast in opposition, and his Ministers stood in his 

support. Thus periodic calls for a division of responsibility 

under two heads - one technical, one business - fell on deaf 

ears. Despite one weak attempt in 1918 to erect a business 

board between Butters and the Minister, JHB's authority 

remained undiminished until he retired. 

The other main thrust of the reform movement came from 

those who advocated a statutory corporation and saw 

Ministerial control as the main obstacle to efficiency and 

broad-based national development of the state~ water 

resources. Despite a certain affinity for some of the ideas 

contained in this campaign, Butters again resisted. While 

he desired that his accounts be separated from those of the 

consolidated revenue; that his initiatives should not be 

frustrated by the time-consuming practices of parliamentary 
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decision-making; and that his operating figures should not 

be subject to public scrutiny: not until 1921 did he see 

. . . . ] h 3 separat1on from M1n1ster1al contra. as t e answer. Instead 

he desired, and received in most cases, the support of his 

Ministers in shielding his operations from what he saw as 

obsessive political interference. 

Whenever Parliament met to consider Butters' estimates 

and vote appropriations for the following year's HED 

operations, its members used the opportunity to discuss the 

Department's administration. Although the General Manager 

upheld the democratic process, it was often irksome for 

him. Answering endless questions from his lay shareholders 

consumed a great deal of Departmental time and money. This 

was a blow to efficiency which Butters could not tolerate. 

Criticisms sometimes also manifested as a slur against his 

professional capacity, or even his personal integrity. When 
i 

answering charges of waste and maladministration brought 

against him by Labor's A.G. Ogilivie in 1922 his tone of 

voice betrayed hurt and offended feelings, But he was also 

. . . d f th t ' h t- • f ' "' b d' t. I 4 cr1t1c1se :or a-, w1t Ctlarges o .. 1nau or 1na 10n. 

J.B. Hayes, his Minister from 1916 - 1923, did all he 

could to support Butters against such charges and generally 

the criticising Members of the House of Assembly retracted 

these claims. But when parliament pressed a question, Hayes 

was duty bound to answer. Despite his claim that it was not 

'in the state's interest', he was several times forced to 



reveal HED details, such as the cost of power supplied to 

the Electrolytic Zinc Company (E.Z.), 5 and in one case the 

price received from the sale of exhausted work horses. 6 

What was needed perhaps was a 'recoup clause' such as the 

Victorian Railways Act included, which caused the cost of 

enquiries and unprofitable operations to be charged to 

7 Treasury. However, this was never asked for. Until the 
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Hydro Electric Commission Act of 1929 the HED simply had to 

endure 'political interference' of this sort. There can 

therefore be no surprise that Butters was a strong advocate 

of managerial independence in the 1920's. 

What might seem surprising is that it took until 1921 

for this strong advocacy to develop. With world-wide trends 

moving towards the statutory corporation as a standard 

method of conducting public enterprise, Butters remained for 

seven years a firm believer in political control. 

Fortunately for the researcher, Butters himself revealed the 

reasons for his stance in a letter to Hayes dated 

17/6/1917. To his mind the new undertaking's attachment to 

the government was all important. For a start it provided a 

source of capital. secondly it brought with it all the 

benefits to be gained from executive patronage. 

Butters asserted that while a commission might 

simplify his own job the Hydro was a 'political instrument 

for the development of the State'. Perhaps in the future an 

apolitical body might be suitable. However at present he 



feared the idea would involve unjustifiable expense and the 

creation of an inappropriate bureaucracy. What was wanted 

now was the flexibility available to an autonomous manager 

unhindered by the need to consult others in every decision. 

In summary he wrote: 

In my opinion the time is not yet ripe for 
any serious consideration being given to the 
establishment of a Power Commission. The 
early stages of a scheme such as ours are, 
in the first place, engineering, and, in the 
second place, .political, and, until the 
responsible engineer is in a position to 
place the whole of the engineering 
information before his controlling body of 
laymen, no radical and irretrievable 
generalisation can be made. I therefore 
think that until the water power survey of 
the State is completed, and until the 
financial market is in a much better 
position that it is today the question of a 
power commission should be postponed and the 
control and responsibility remain with 
Ministers advised by an expert officer with 
full professional and personal 
responsibility as is the case at present. 8 

This letter came in negative response to William 

Ebenezer Shoobridge's direct request that the government 

consider appointing a power commission. Shoobridge had been 

publicly advocating for nearly two years 9 that Tasmania 

follow the example of the Ontario Ilydro Electric Power 

Commission, which had been operating since 1906. !lis 

tireless, colourful and optimistic promotion of the idea 

kept many people interested for a great many years. His 

public addresses, press contributions and long parliamentary 

interjections earned hj.m the unofficial title of 'The Member 

for Water'. Entering parliament in 1916 at age seventy he 
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seized any available opportunity to talk on the subject. 

Perhaps this often drove other Members to the Member's 

Bar, 1 ~ but he did command a great deal of respect. However 

one person he failed to convince was Butters. Shoobridge's 

main interest, as an agriculturalist and exponent of 

socialist principles, was not Hydro power but irrigation. 

This he saw as the key to successful population of the State 

through closer settlement. It was his promotion of a 

commission to consider hydro-electric development only in 

conjunction with all other possible uses of water, which 

turned Butters against him. The HED official did not 

ex,'.lCArd.. u~m' his assertion that the Hydro's task was 

political. We might suggest however that he feared a 

commission because it would constrain him to consider uses 

of water other than power generation. If the Department 

~as considered a pet project of the government, hydro-

electricity could continue to receive financial preference 

over irrigation. Butters wanted all available funds to go 

towards his project and, therefore, publicly debated the 

issue on several occasions. He was brutal with Shoobridge, 

. l . th l d f l 12 1mp y1ng e o man was a oo . Nevertheless Shoobridge 

sprang back after each attack. 

Despite Butter's June letter, public pressure for some 

sort of business board' was too strong for the Liberal 

Government to postpone some sort of concession. So they 

talked to their official and by October he had undergone 

what might appear something of a 'volte face'. In that 

month he produced his Annual Report. This stated that, at 
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the suggestion of Premier Walter Lee and Attorney-General 

William Propsting, he had given 'mature consideration' to 

the commission question and come down in i.ts favour. He 

asked that a consolidating Act be charted to clarify the 

status of the HED. His comments are contained in Appendix 

A. At first glance they amount to an exposition of the 

classic statutory corporation; with an apolitical board of 

three experts, appointed for seven years and holding all the 

powers previously vested in the Minister. Treasury 

regulations and the 'Audit Act' were requested 'to allow the 

business of the Department to be carried on exactly as a 

private enterprise would do it.' 

Butters' recommendations, however, and to this stage 

his wishes, still fell short of full managerial 

independence. They reserved final responsibility to the 

Minister should the Chief Engineer and General Manager 

disagree with the commission. This would probably prevent 

the board undermining the executive responsibility of the 

head official. Butters asserted elsewhere in the report his 

reasoning for this escape clause. He had found no case 

world-wide in which a public enterprise of the nature of the 

Hydro was in the control of more than one man and working 

with total efficiency. 

What Butters was in effect advising was the 

establishment of a board of experts with which he could 

'thrash out ... the business and commercial interests 



connected with any proposition h~ may have under 

'd t' ' 13 cons1 era 10n . The recommendations sounde~ sincerely in 

favour of reform. In many ways they were. But they made 

absolutely no suggestion that anyone but he should initiate 

anything. Further, a reading of Appendix A shows that 

Butters' did not want to have to deal with general water 

supply. Instead he recommended a 'Commission of 

Conservation', with representatives of various interests 

including the government and himself, to collect data and 

carry out a complete water survey of the State. 

When the Annual Report was tabled in the House in 

November it met with warm approval from the press. However 

the administrative implications we have just discussed 

appear not to have been cons ide red. viJha t The ~1er~ was 

interested in was his comments on the Department's 

f ' 14 1nances. Butters had called for the establishment of 

depreciation and redemption funds. At present the scheme 

was not paying because there was still a great deal of 

construction work going on. But contracts with HEPM Co. 

(which had continued to develop its metals works) and EZ 

promised real revenue production in the near future. When 

this eventuated the IIED should be ready to allot funds for 

future contingencies. The Mercur agreed this was a sound 

practice pursued by all sound enterprises: perhaps if all 

the functions of the state, 'had been carried out on the 

lines followed by large development 1 companies', the 

taxpayer would be altogether bet~er off. 
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Far more important from Butters' perspective were The 

Mercury and Examiner's endorsements of his desire to have 

HED accounts entirely separated from those of the Treasury. 

'That will tend to simplicity, to the saving of expense of 

duplicate bookkeeping, and to a better understanding each 

year of the exact financial position of the undertaking•, 15 

I 
wrote The Mercury. Butters may well have added the words 

'business flexibility•. Under the present arrangements 

every penny spent had first to be allocated by Parliamentary 

appropriation, and Butters had a very difficult time working 

under these conditions. Indeed as we saw in Chapter Two his 

successful efforts in this regard won him a vote of 

confidence in 1923. Despite Th~ ~1ercury' s support and heavy 

campaigning backed by influential Hobart accountants Wise 

and Inglis, 16 the HED had to wait until 1929 for its 

financial wings. 

By February 1918 people began wondering if the 

government, which had prompted Butters to formulate the 

apparently 'far reaching' reforms he advocated the previous 

October, was going to follow through with them. Recent 

public complaints about the price of power - despite 

promises in 1915 that charges could only fall with 

government ownership17 - brought a haughty response from the 

Government. A Ministerial statement probably penned by the 

General Manager bewailed 'continual and unwarrantable 

attacks' from 'individuals lacking correct information', 
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which 'must inevitably detract from (the Department's) 

ff . . ,18 e :LcLency. With the government thus supporting Butter~ 

other interests hoped that an alternative board might 

somehow act more in the general interests of consumers. 

Consumers or potential consumers outside the HED grid fell 

into this category of people who, as taxpayers, felt they 

had a right to share in the benefits of Hydro power. 

The announcement of a 'Consultative Board' and its 

terms of reference was therefore received as a mixed 

blessing by some. When W.H. Simmonds of The Mercury read 

them he flew into a literary tirade against the government. 

While the paper had no criticism of the eminent personnel of 

the board - Hobart solicitor M.W. Simmons, Launceston 

accountant Gordon Creasey, and Hobart merchant C.E. Webster 

- that was about the extent of its pleasure. The government 

was 'making the appearance of yielding under pressure' yet 

had 'done nothing to the point.' The Board could only give 

advice when asked while the power of decision over both 

policy and detail remained with the General Manger and the 

Minister. The Board had no executive power; no right to 

examine; no control over the appointment, salaries or work 

of officers. Furthermore its advice could be ignored. 

Simmonds believed that the Board would break down because 

the three members would not stand such conditions. His 

paper preferred not to say it, but 'the lack of business 

capacity of the Chief Engineer' needed a far more definite 

cure. The only purpose the Board would serve would be to 



'cover up some more blunders'. In the preparation the 

government had 'trifled with a big and most important 

matter, and has made a compromise which is worse than the 

old arrangement.' 

It is a most unfortunate characteristic of 
the present state Government that, while 
quite capable of recognising the right thing 
to be done, it most frequently fails to do 
it. But even more wonderful is the curious 
weakness which will constantly attempt 
compromise when decision is most necessary, 
so that Ministers end by displeasing those 
with whose privileges they have interfered, 
and do not please those who demand some real 
reform. 19 

The strength of The Mercury's assertion was a foretaste of 

Hancock's assertion in Australia, that such was the case 

20 with all Australian governments. From 1918 to 1929, in 

regard to the Hydro, successive Tasmanian Ministries proved 

the point quite periodically. 

Hayes felt it necessary to respond. He said that the 

Board was only an interim measure; the government needing 

Parliamentary approval to establish a statutory authority. 

Board Members were there to gain experience for the more 

complete reorganisation planned for the end of the year. 

S . d th . thd h. . t . . 21 • 1mmon s en w1· rew 1s cr1 .1c1sms. Nevertheless, in 

the long run, his assertions were to be proven correct: and 

henceforth The Mereu was a committed advocate of the 

statutory corporation. 'Declining faith in representative 

government' had its Tasmanian manifestation. 
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The Consultative Board's first and last report was 

included in the HED Annual Report of 1917/18. It is 

contained in Appendix B of this thesis. A reading will show 

that nothing controversial was said; no criticisms made; no 

far reaching proposals forwarded beyond what Butters had 

already said: the Board acted simply as a support group for 

the executive officer. It seems to have complied with the 

existing order, and virtually signed its own death warrant. 

The 'draft Bill' discussed in Section Six of the report, and 

the subsequent Bill presented to parliament constituted 

little more than a compromise, bound to be rejected. It 

proposed to erect a board with certain powers of 

investigation (to enter lands, take evidence, etc), but 

absolutely no powers of initiative or enforcement. Section 

18 enumerated the Board's duties. These were to 'advise', 

'assist', 'consider and report', and generally 'to perform 

such duties of an advisory or investigatory nature in the 

interests of the Department or the state as may be assigned 

by the Minister'. (My underline). The Board was therefore 

to be a tool: leaving all real power in the hands of the 

government and Butters. If Butters must have a board, then 

this was the sort of board he would have. 

T h ri d E ] t . Ad . d . J J 2 3 b h t e r y ro c. _ec r1c _ v1.sory Boar B1. _ was roug 

before the House in mi.d December, 1918, when Christmas 

presents and beach holidays filled Member's minds. It 

received absolutely no encouragement whatsoever, even from 

Hayes, and clarified the goverttJnent 's actual intention: to 
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maintain political control and the existing status quo. 

Shoobridge gave his usual speech about the real need for a 

'proper' commission and claimed that the Bill was a 'sham 

and absurdity, and was never intended to be anything more 

than make believe. ' 24 Jim Ogden, the Labor conservative 25 

always hostile to Butters as a businessman, and ever ready 

to agree to full-scale reorganisation, ridiculed the Bill as 

an attempt to erect a shelter behind which Butters and Hayes 

would hide. Someone else disapproved of such an important 

question being presented to the House so late in the 

26 season. The Constitution Clause, which simply proposed 

that 'there shall be an advisory board ... ',was negatived 

'by the voices'. This was a time-honoured method of 

disposing of unwanted Bills, Minister Hayes thanked the 

Honourable Members for their comments and, stating that he 

was not particularly anxious to press the Bill at this 

stage, simply let the whole matter drop. 27 

The Bill showed that the government was not at all 

eager to relinquish political control over the HED. It made 

no attempt to solve the problems caused by Sections 80 and 
I 

81 of the 1915 Act which tied the Department to Treasury. 

The Consultative Board fizzled out of existence and for the 

next two years Butters was virtually silent on the matter of 

administration, However he remained ever diligent on 

internal management. Generation and consumption grew. The 

Cadbury chocolate factory at Claremont took a block of power 

in 1919. The establishment of Kelsall and Kemp's and 
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Paton's and Baldwin's textile factories at Launceston 

finally brought long requested state-electricity to the 

North. (Butters had long resisted political pressure for a 

northern transmission line on the basis of the need for 

suitable demand: 'I do not propose to connect anything which 

. t t• ')28 1s no remunera 1ve. With this expansion the HED staff 

grew and began to develop into a complex organisation. 

Unlike many other civil service departments, this one was 

based on published Staff Instructions 29 which placed great 

emphasis on 'Initiative': 'any officer who by cast-iron 

adherence to instructions brings about a result contrary to 

the interests of the Department will be held 

. b] '30 respo
1

ns 1. .e. 

In 1920, as JHB prepared for an extended, government-

funded study tour of America and Europe (an innovation in 

itself for a Tasmanian State employee), Hayes appointed a 

Deputy Chief Engineer and General Manager, Fred Nicholl. At 

the end of July Butters was feted by the Hobart Chamber of 

Commerce and toasted for his technical and administrative 

k .]] d h. b . 31 s 1. .. s an 1s us1ness acumen. Three days later his 

civil service counterparts seconded the accolade. 32 At the 

largest function, put on by the Hobart Marine Board, J.B. 

Mayes amused the dignitaries with his to toast to Butters: 

"'More power to you!' (laughter) ." 33 No truer word spoken 

in jest! Walter Lee added his view that the State 'had the 

right' to interest itself in power, but that the success of 

the whole undertaking depended on the executive heaa. 34 
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Already Butters was the HED. so far he had done a 

remarkable job, despite his critics and the government's 

lack of will to reform. The man was a success, and he was 

still young at thirty-five. One of the last things he noted 

in his scrap book before leaving was that Sir John Monash 

had been appointed chairman of the Victorian State 

Electricity Commission at the princely sum of 3000 

pounds. 35 Butters was on 1500. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: CAMPAIGNING FOR INDEPENDENCE. THE H.E.C. 

The last two chapters have shown that 'political control', 

as Butters saw it, was nominal. In most respects the 

General Manager was in control of the HED in both its 

policy and its day to day management. The function of the 

Minister was seen to be one of sheltering the Department 

from 'political interference': which term referred to 
I 

attempts to influence the workings of the department from 

outside. Political interference might involve pressure 

placed upon the Hydro to extend its system into non-

profitable extensions. It might involve unfounded 

allegations of mismanagement which, by virtue of the 

parliamentary system, would constrain the Department to 

answer stupid and time consuming questions. Politician's 

questions might even oblige the General Manager to reveal 

operating figures - a practice detrimental to the State's 

ability to compete in the business of selling electrical 

energy at the most advantageous price. 

During the early constructional phase Butters was 

willing to accept political control because the government 

was the Hydro's only substantial source of funds. This 

meant that he also had to accept that there would be 

attempted interference; but he relied upon, and usually 

received, the protection of his government. However, when 

completion of the scheme at Waddamana was in sight, he 

began campaigning for withdrawal of political control. He 

did believe that the state-enterprise should account to 

the needs of its democratic shareholders. But he made it 
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obvious that he felt only an expert, freed of the more 

arduous constraints of departmental management, could 

effectively determine the most efficient and progressive 

direction that development should take. 

Hence, in 1921 on his return from overseas, he 

recomkended that the HED should be taken out of political 

control. He detailed his ideas in a special report to 

l J.B. Hayes. Unfortunately the report is no longer extant. 

But in his Annual Report 1920/21 he wrote that he was 

advising much the same system as he had advocated in 1917. 2 

There was however one crucial difference: 

My recommendation is that my position be changed to 
that of Commissioner, and that I should have 
associated with me as Commissioners on part time two 
gentlemen of extended experience in connection with 
finance, commercial law, and commerce, who would 
assist me in the work of the Department. 

This will involve a rearrangement of the duties of 
the senior officers of the Department as soon as can 
be arranged, by which the technical work of the 
Department comes under the control of a Chief 
Engineer, and the non-technical work under a 
Secretary. 

Now, instead of being placed ~lQD.S~_icl~ an advisory board, 

Butters himself was to become the head of a statutory 

corporation vested with substantial autonomy. 

Such a proposal conformed to world-wide trends in 

the administration of public utilities, which Butters had 

recently been studying at first hand. 3 It also bore a 

direct resemblance to the situation becoming apparent in 

Monash's SEC. It asserted that one man should enjoy a 

clear OD1....>e> c.P a.1..1t""o \'1-·t'{. 
) 

the elite principle of the 

efficient, businesslike progressive. At the same time the 
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proposal provided for a sound base from which the chief 

could work. His initiatives would enjoy the ~anction of 

politically uncompromised and expert commercial advisors, 

who would also provide the community with a check against 

unsound or autocratic decisions. Accountability to the 

popular will was at least implied by the Minister's ex 

officio membership. At the same time the commission's 

integrity was to be protected by the Minister's lack of 

voting rights. The Minister would be in touch with Hydro 

activities and provide a medium for intercourse between 

parliament and the HEC. Meanwhile the commission would 

enjoy all the security and flexibility afforded private 

business management, by the accounting reforms Butters had 

long sought. With regulatory powers the commission would 

also be able to have enacted provisions to protect public 

safety and help bring proper standards into the State's 

electrical industry~ 
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Public response to Butters' proposal was warm. The 

Mer~~ was pleased he had 'come around' to its opinion of 

the need for a commission which included voting businessmen. 4 

The World attacked its establishment counterpart for 

claiming the idea as its own, but agreed to its validity. 

It blamed the government for not doing something earlier: 

'If the Department is a One Man Show ... that is not the 

fault of Mr. Butters, but of parliament' . 5 Neither paper, 

however, seemed to consider the fact that Butters was 

advocating an elevation of his own status. 

What was the government's attitude to the proposal? 



This is a perplexing question. J.B. Hayes promised that 

action would be taken, now that J.H.B. had ma~e his 

recommendation. 6 He repeated his promise a month later 

in January 1922, 7 and meanwhile the Hydro Electric 

Commission Bill went to the draftsman. It was introduced 

into the Assembly on 22 August. But that was as far as 

it got. 

Ten weeks later Butters produced his Annual Report. 

He was obviously already frustrated by the span of 

inactivity. Under the heading of 'Efficiency' he made 
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pointed comments about the 'insidious difficulty associated 

with Parliamentery Government'. He compared his position 

with that of a private business manager: 

In private employ an employee, in what~ver grade, can 
take ordinary commercial risks with the approval of 
his employer, and sometimes without. In nine cases 
out of ten he will probably be right; the odd case 
the risk he took will go against him, and the 
circumstances will be thoroughly understood by his 
employer, and the balance remain in his favour. 

On the other hand, a public servant is under the 
continuous liability of having every single one of 
his actions criticised in Parliament, the whole of , 
the papers called for, and the circumstances enquired 
into. One mistake is frequently allowed to outweigh 
a hundred successes. The practical result of this 
is that a head of a department has to be continually 
fighting a tendency on the part of his staff to play 
safe, or else to acquiesce in their doing so. 

A private employer invariably supports his executive 
officers in controlling his staff and in getting the 
best out of his workmen. The public and Parliament, 
as the service employer, does not, I fear, sometimes 
:consider the effect of public criticism of their 
executive officers on the control which those 
executive officers have over their workmen. 

There was also a hint of sarcasm in his conclusion: 

It would be presumption on my part to suggest a 
remedy, but I feel certain that if this aspect 



received proper consideration the efficiency of the 
service generally could be improved. 

Butters was addressing, publicly, his old colleague 

and political chief. By this stage Hayes was not only 

Minister but also Premier. Despite Hayes' political 

9 survival for another ten months, there was no attempt to 

introduce the Bill for a second reading in parliament, 

which was prorogued in August 1923. The Bill was 

reintroduced by Hayes' successor as Minister in the 'Swap 

government• 10 of Sir Walter Lee, 11 Edward Hobbs. But this 

seems to have been simply an attempt at appeasing JHB 

because, as we still see, Hobbs was opposed to the idea of 

a three man commission. 

Why did the government adopt this half-hearted 

7Cl. 

attitude? The most obvious answer is that it was in chaos. 

Michael Denholm gives a concise picture of the political 

condition of the Liberal/Nationalist/Country governments 

and the financial position of the state in the early 1920's. 

In his article on 'The Lyons Labor Government' he lists the 

factors which brought Lyons into power on 25 October 1923 

They inc 1 u de a de f i c i t of £ 2 9 8 , 0 0 0 , 

The greatest deficit ever accumulated since .. 
responsible government ... the incompetant and 
Unimaginative administration of the ... anti-labor 
governments ... disunity and ill-feeling in the anti-
Labor ranks ... rapid turnover of ministries ... 
serious losses on the Soldier Settlement Scheme ... 
misapplication of funds ... dissatisfaction at the 
condition of affairs in the Railways Department, 
(an unpopular Premier, a£~ public resentment at the 
continual intrigues) ... · 

There was no time to think of as lishing a Hydro Electric 

Commission. 



However, preo::.cupa t.ion wi t:h other more pressingly 

'political' matters was not the only reason for the 

government's inaction. Lee, Hayes and Hobbs wanted to keep 

the one department which could stand to their credit. An 

'Economy Board' which reported in early 1923 singled the 

HED out as a model of efficiency virtually unique within 

th bl ' d ' 13 e pu 1c oma1n. What is more, the Department could 

be visualised as soon to be a contributor to consolidated 

revenue. Butters' department was therefore the last 

responsibility such a beleaguered government would shed. 

Butters, however, was not running the government. 

He was managing the Hydro, and it was increasingly coming 

under attack. A Staff Conference Report of December 1923 

tells something Butters had long recognised. Asked to 

consider 'ways and means to effect economies in the 

Department', Butters' branch officials attacked the 

regulations of the Audit Department and Treasury. Money 

was being lost daily by 'absurd duplication' of accounts 

and the machinery for their processing. Having to get 

'petty votes' from parliament for every minute expense also 

made a lot of work: 'the work could be cut down 50% if 

we could handle our own cash in the same way as the State 

El t ' · t c ' ' 1 14 ec rlCl y ommlSSlOn . Buters hinted in his 1923 

Annual Report that he had had enough. Despite his contract 

being only half-expired, he said the report might be his 

last. 15 

At any rate his Tasmanian career had reached a 
.. 

plateau. He had created a 68,000 horsepower scheme 
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virtually from nothing. Though the war had hindered 

development, its progress was moving according to the 

policies he had long ago laid down. Stages one and two 

of distribution were complete; with power now supplied to 

the Derwent Valley and Launceston. Stage three - supply 

to the provincial municipalities - would soon be underway. 

Construction had reached an end with completion of the 

Waddamana development, and no new or exciting engineering 

works were visualised for some time. Meanwhile the news 

of Monash's success in gaining full control over the SEC's 

finances 16 no doubt irritated Butters. His salary was 

still half that of his nearest counterpart, and as a 'Pooh 

Bah' his horizons had always been broad. His friend, 

17 Senator George Pearce, was Minister for Home and 

Territories in the Bruce - Page Federal government. 

Therefore he would have been stupid not to apply for the 

£3,000 position, on offer in 1924, as Commissioner in 

charge of the construction of Canberra. He got the job, 

and left Tasmania and the HED to its politicians. No-one 

could blame him. 

Everyone was sad to see Butters leave. The Mercury 

exclaimed, 'pay him more': 'keep him, and leave him 

18 alone'. At the Hydro's tenth birthday party 1 5-10-24, 

JHB was feted. He looked back and forgave his old hecklers, 

now in government. There had been criticisms he said, 'But 

I dont mind criticisms at all when I know I am right!' The 

government had always spared him the red tape, he said. 19 

Ever since he was awarded the C.M.G. in 1923 it had become 

commod parlance to translate the initials: 'Can Manage 



<Hnbact, 1q26l. 

MR. ]. H. BUTTERS, C.:vl.G. 

:V[r. J. H. Butters, formerly the presiding genius uf the .State Hydro-Electric Department, and the 

engineer responsible for its constructional work, rose to a position of such eminence by his activities in 

the State that he was seized upon by the Federal Go\'ernment and presented with a £ 3,000 a year 

position as Chairman of the Canberra Commission, to superintend the building of the miraculous city 

in the bush for which the taxpayers are at present paying. '·Only a man of very wide vision and great 

ability could successfully have brought Tasmania's Hydro··Electric scheme into being, and Mr. But
ters's present position is sutlicient indication of what the world thinks of his ability. 

[FIFTY ONE:] 
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Governments'. All, including 'the Chief' himself, agreed 

that this was an accolade and not an insult. 

Butters stayed on with the Department as an advisor 

until the beginning of 1925. Meanwhile his 'Chief Operator', 

Harry Arthur Curtis, stood as Acting Chief Engineer and 

General Manager while applications for the permanent 

position were considered by Cabinet. 

Curtis was formally appointed in July 1925. 21 We 

know very little about Harry Curtis. His son Bill hardly 

remembers the father who died when he was a youth. 22 When 

'HAC' took over as chief of the Hydro he was an unknown 

' 
and there were fears about his ability to step into 

Butters' shoes. 

His was a completely different personality from that 

of his old boss. A short man, prematurely balding, he was 

born in New Zealand in 1882. He came to Tasmania in 1915, 

on the recommendation of Evan Parry, to join the HED. He 

had travelled widely in his youth, spending 10 years in 

England and America, where he was enrolled a member of the 

American Institution of Electrical Engineers. No doubt 

impressing JHB, he made steady progress within the Hydro. 

In the years ahead, he was likewise to meet challenges 

effectively. 

Curtis's official appointment was for five years, 

contingent on the fate of a new HEC Bill introduced to 

parliament the same day. 23 Lyons was now the Minister. He 
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. ViR. H. :\. CURTfS. 

I<.:t;:;m.'JILLslJ}_~ TfL~!si~ 

(Hobart, l 926) . 

:VIr. H. A. Curtis is :V!r. J. H. Butters's successor :ts ruling potent~te of the State Hydro-Electric 
, Department, and spends his tirne in ordering the existence of volts, amperes. watts, and other peL:uli,u 
creatures within his jurisdiction. His position as head o£ the Department, which occupies such ;t 

large place in Tasmania's industrial life, is an ext rem ely important one, but his highly creditable 
carce r leaves no doubt: LJ E his ability to till it. H c sometimes takes a trip to E lectrona to see if the 
Carbide Works are still there. 
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appears to have genuinely wanted to vest the Hydro in a 

commission. He had withdrawn Hobbs's Bill in March 1924 

because he recognised, as Butters no doubt did, that it 

had been sabotaged. According to the tle:r::_c::;ury the 1923 

Bill had made no provision to protect existing water 

. ht 24 n.g s. In all other important respects, however, it is 

f · t . . 2 5 th t th t B . 11 t . 11 alr o lmaglne a e wo l s were essen la y an 

embodiment of Butters' 1921 proposals. 

26 Lyons' nursed the HEC Bill, 1925, through the House 

of Assembly in the spring. Asking Members to give it full 

consideration, he urged them to 'do the right thing' and 

divest the Hydro of its political control. The HED's 

capital investment had reached £3 million and its revenue 

was £250,000 and rising. It was therefore far too large a 
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responsibility for one man, no matter what his qualifications. 

The whole principle of 'One Man' was morally wrong and could 

be financially disastrous. One only had to look at the TGR, 

a one-man autocracy. The premier referred also to recent 

rumours in connection with Ministers and their handling of 

contracts. U t d t I ~ h , 'bl I 
27 ne wan e o renoer sue rumours lmpossl e . 

A Select Committee was set up to consider any demands which 

interest groups might have. Having amended the Bill to 

exclude the Hydro's influence from a six-mile zone around 

Launceston, which was protective of its own substantial 

Duck Reach hydro scheme, the government was able to get it 

passed by the Lower House without too much trouble. 

But Lyons could not have pick a more inopportune 

time to introduce a Bill of such far-reaching and 



progressive nature into the Legislative Council. This was 

a period which has become infamous 28 in Tasmanian history 

for its constitutional struggle between the two stage 

legislatures. The Council was claiming the right to 

/ emasculate the governments monetary Bills. Traditionally 

very powerful, this 'bastion of conservatism' was reacting 

harshly to a Labor government. Quantitatively the figures 

presented in Appendix C demonstrate an exceptionally high 

failure-rate in 1925/6 for Bills presented to the 

Legislative Council: almost 20%. This compared very 

unfavourably with the much lower rejection-rates of 

surrounding years, and, unfortunately for those who wanted 

an HEC, spelled disaster. 

Th ' Ch b f A t . . t . I 
2 9 t t d t . t d e am er o- n lqul-les sa e reac lon owar s 

the Bill was one of conservatism: 'Why change?' It acted 

in much the same way as had the Assembly in 1918 when 

confronted with the HEC Advisory Board Bill: giving it 

very short shrift. Councillors Hart, Lillico, Murdoch, 

Wardlaw and L.M. Shoobridge simply refused to understand 

the reasons for creating a commission: 'What is wrong with 

the present situation'. Hon. John Cheek agreed it was 

necessary to waters in the state, but objected to the 

appointment of non-technical laymen as commissioners. 

Andrew Lawson, the Honorary Minister begged his colleagues 

not to be impetuous; the aim was to remove the Hydro from 

political control. To this point Tasman Shields made an 

acute reply. Referring to the 'I'GR he said that a commission 

30 would not be able to resist political control. Perhaps 

Shields was ignoring the part of the HEC Bill which gave the 
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commission financial autonomy. But Lawyer Shields was an 

astute personality, 31 and perhaps he had read Bland~ 

recently published .§_gad_s::>ws~ncLReC:l_~i_i;:_ie_§. 3 2 

Perhaps the Council might have acceded to a 

commission of one. This is what Lyons said he thought 

they were demanding. He also said he could not understand 

the 'inexplicable' attitude of the Upper House. The 

government had no alternative but to drop the Bill because 

it could not tolerate the idea of giving sweeping powers 

33 to one man. The advocates of better Hydro management 

said the Bill had been 'killed! •, 34 'Ruined'. Their 

attitude seems justified: at last there was a govemment 

with a will to act in this regard; yet it was being 

frustrated by the forces of reaction. However, despite 

the Council's obturation, its grounds for resistance were 

not entirely spurious. 

Despite the Premier's expressed puzzlement, the real 

reason for the Legislative Council's action was clear. Its 

members did not trust a city-orientated Labor government 

to select 'suitable' personnel for the commission. In 
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September the f'l_er_<;:_:t:!fY had predicted that choice of personnel 

might form the crux of the matter. 36 The Examiner stated 

in November that some of the names in circulation were 

'calculated to make for some indifference as to the change.' 

If parliament enacted the Bill, control of electric supplies 

would be handed over to the commission. It would rest with 

the commission to decide the rms upon which (and indeed 

whether) country districts were to be supplied. 37 Since 



the Council mainly represented farmers and local 

government, 38 it was no doubt of great concern that 

commissioners amenable to their interests were appointed. 

Obviously the Honourable Members were not convinced 

their interests were assured. Therefore they insisted 

that the Hydro remain in a position where political 

influence could be maintained. From the country 

perspective this was the only path to progress. In 1925 

electric current was by no means universally available 

in Tasmania. Many of the small municipalities had been 

complaining about this for years, 39 but recently their 

voice had become more strident. Electorally it would 

have been damaging to say so, but Lyons obviously wanted 

to divest the government of its political link with the 

Hydro for this very reason. It was expensive to deliver 

power to scattered areas. Lyons1 main claim to power was 

as a financial healer. 40 Therefore the country demands 

were a potential threat to his political ascendancy: far 

more damaging than vague rumours about Ministers and 

contracts. 

The fate of the Bill therefore made it clear that 

a Hydro commission would have to wait until 'the interests' 

were appeased. Curtis set about the task with vigour, and 

spent the next few years concentrating on extending Hydro 

current to the municipalities. This had been Butters' 

policy anyway: 'stage three' of his long-term plan for the 

State's electrification. 41 But the Council's victory in 

1925 made HAC's prominent subsequent activity look like a 
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real shift in direction. 42 In 1924 an HED steam turbine 

had been installed in Devonport. It supplie~ bulk power 

to the Council, which undertook all street lighting and 

domestic distribution. This current was also extended to 

Leven and Penguin where the same system operated. However, 

in 1926 a transmission line was erected from Waddamana to 

Railton and by 1928 virtually all North West and Midlands 

municipalities were being serviced by state power. 

Curtis travelled the state ceaselessly, often 

accompanied by Ministers. (On one such occasion he was 

h l h . h I h. f 1 · ) 43 in t e car eras 1 w lC gave Joe .yons lS amous lmp. 

The General Manager was treated with great courtesy, as 

if a bearer of gifts. The State's taxpayers all had 

capitalised the scheme. But only now could it be seen to 

be a national and potentially equitable one. Moreover 

each new extension was provided in economical manner. A 

system whereby Councils guaranteed to pay for a fixed amount 

of power 'use or not' made sure each extension could be 

financed. This was bound to further cheer the Legislative 

Council and make it more amenable to the HEC campaign. It 

would be much easier to hand over sweeping powers to a 

commission if it was not simply to be an agency for spending 

taxpayers' money. 

Expansion of HED influence into the localities helped 

Curtis in another way. The Hydro's policy, again as set by 

Butters, was to deliver power only in bulk, leaving local 

authorities to light their own streets and distribute retail 

supplies. Some of the councils had had their own generators 



for around twenty years. But rapid technological advances 

quickly made their distribution superstructur~s obsolete. 

Moreover few councils could afford to pay a competent 

electrical engineer. So, when Hydro power was supplied 

Curtis was soon able to show up deficiencies in the present 

situation and offer his Department's capacity to rectify 

them. 44 

In September 1928 Curtis addressed his new Premier 

John Cameron McPhee, a moderate progressive Nationalist. 

He sought to aquaint McPhee with all the arguments in favour 

of 'sole control', a Hydro Electric Commission and state-

wide retail distribution. He pointed out that it seemed 

'almost impossible to get the various undertakings to run 

(their own undertakings) on satisfactory lines', due to 

the 'unbusinesslike actions' of many councillors 45 . Now 

was the time to adopt the report of Sir Walter Lee's Select 

Committee of 1925, 46 which had advocated that the HED 

become a retail organisation. In September the Rural 

47 Districts Electrical Undertakings Act was passed. It 

allowed the takeover of Deloraine, Westbury, Longford and 

Evandale's undertakings by the Hydro. 

Curtis and Lyons had been negotiating for this since 

late 1927. News of the negotiations brought the HEC 

campaign back into the papers. 'I' he ;t1_EO_.f:CU_:J;:Y wrote that if 

councils' enterprises were to be absorbed, it should be by 

a proper statutory corporation. This and all the old 

48 
arguments were resurrected. No one put the arguments 

more succinctly, however, than did Curtis in his frank 
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letter to McPhee, presented in Appendix D. They were 

basically Butters' proposals of years gone bY,, with the 

addition of the new policy of retailing in country 

districts. Two paragraphs were almost guaranteed to 

convince McPhee. The Department should be constituted a 

Commission, wrote Curtis, because: 

It would free the government being attacked for 
grants and impossible concessions. 

It would create a body capable of suing and being 
sued and thus freeing Ministers from action in the 
Courts in their name, such action always having 
objectionable features ... 

Curtis was making a direct appeal to the political 

animal in McPhee. His words summed up the relationship 

betweenpolitics and Hydro management as they now stood. 
i 

The HED had now begun to spread far enough afield to become 

'political', an electoral issue, and the government might 

well be better off without an excessively overt association 

with it. 

In taking over the systems of Westbury, Deloraine, 

Longford and Evandale, Curtis set a principle. From then 

on any new extensions were extensions of the Hydro's 

50 retailing branch. In 1929 the final thrust was made. 

'Uniformity' , 1 Unification 1 
, 

1 Standardisation' and 

'Monopoly' were the catchwords. In August Butters and 

Hobbs spoke to the Penguin, Burnie, Wynyard, Ulverstone 

and Devenport cduncils about taking over their systems. 

Curtis said that the government and other municipalities 

had agreed that sole control was the only way to efficiency 

which would work in the state's best interests. He touched 

a soft spot by claiming that this was the only way the 
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advocates of uniform rates could get what they wanted. 

Councils would still have the power to levy a rate for 

street lighting, taking a commission before paying the 

Department. 51 Power would spread rapidly where municipal 

boundaries restricted it. 52 But first there was needed a 

Commission. 

The Examiner~' response to Curtis's proposal was 

predictable. The General Manager was making a direct attack 

on the principle of municipal management. It objected: the 

result would be dependence on a state department, 'distant 

and inevitably bureaucratic, difficult to move and slow to 

act•. 53 The Devenport council agreed. It too was making a 

profit on its undertaking, which helped subsidise property 

rates. 54 These two councils and their local MsLc resisted 

the proposal tooth and nail. However they were a definite 

minority. Their resistance to an HEC monopoly was 

ineffective and perhaps too obviously self-interested to 

gain sympathy from the smaller municipalities which readily 

agreed to give up their liabilities. 

HAC's plan - and indeed it does look like a plan -

worked. In four years he had won the Legislative Council 

over to the idea of commission management. By getting 

involved in municipal affairs he had infiltrated the vested 

interests. In late November the 1929 HEC Bill was 

introduced into parliament. This time the proposed 

personal of the board was made common knowledge. M.W. 
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Simmons, of the 1918 Board, was to be one of the Associate 

Commissioners. The other was to be Cecil B Davies. Davies 

was managing director of the ~ercury: but he was also a 

consultant electrical engineer who had worked, at one time 

or another, with nearly every municipality in the state. On 

the eighteenth of January, 1930 the Bill became an Act. 
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Three reasons were forwarded in the introduction for 

undertaking this study of the evolution of the Hydro-Electric 

Commission. They were: to add to a growing body of research 

into the history of government administration in Australia; 

to contribute to recent historiographical revisionism as to 

the role of ideology and intellectuals in the shaping of 

our society; and to fill something of a gap which exists in 

our knowledge of 'Hydro', and thus Tasmanian history. In 

the main body of this work an attempt has been made to fulfil 
I 

those three aims. 

In Chapter One the main emphasis was on the development 

of bureaucratic theory and practice in the western world 

generally, up to about 1920. The first of these was the 

role of the State in Society. It was found that the State's 

role underwent something of a revolution in America and 

Britain in the last third of the nineteenth century. The 

pressing influence of developing democracy, and the need for 

straight-forward economic and physical development, brought 

about a resurgence of state activity after a period of 

laissez faire. 

These developments introduced a second theme, which 

was an increasing demand for reforms to the administrative 

structure of government. Democratic advances - which first 

affected the middle classes - demanded that administration 

be removed from venal political control and placed in the 

hands of a 'neutral' civil service. Based on merit and 

inspired by modern progressive tendencies towards the 

deification of 'Efficiency' and 'scientific management', 



the ~eformed administrations were charged with effecting 

socially-equitable development of the State's resources. 

This then introduced the third theme, i.e. the clash 

between efficiency and democracy. By this was meant the 

dichotomy which existed between the need for social equity 

(to account to the popular will), and the equally pressing 

ne~d for efficient avoidance of waste (which might come as 

the result of overmuch pandering to popular demands). 

To avoid political pandering, Australian intellectuals 

invented the statutory corporation. This was based on 

earlier public service reforms. It demanded that the 

administration of public enterprise be placed in the hands 

of expertly-manned boards or commissions, and removed from 

close political control. 

Chapter One telescoped towards the end, into Tasmanian 

history. It attempted with some success to find evidence of 

people aware of the administrative ramifications of 

progressivism. It therefore placed the chapters which 

followed into their ideological, historical context. 

The next three chapters telescoped even further, and 

constitute a case study of the relationship between power, 

politics and progress in the state of Tasmania, as evinced 

by the experience of the Hydro-Electric Department. As 
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such, it aimed to continue to contribute to our understanding 

of administrative history and progressivism; whilst also 

offering a look into a particular period of Tasmanian 

socio-economic development. 



Chapter Two introduced a new candidate for the Roean 

Pantheon of Australian progressives: John Hepry Butters. 

It also looked at the legislation which defined the 

administrative structure of the HED, 1914-30. It showed 

that those closely involved with the Department desired 
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that power development should be controlled by the government. 

It also showed, however, that the legislation embodied the 

principle of expert management to provide for the 

undertaking's efficient development. Nevertheless, in the 

light of hindsight it came as something of a surprise to 

the writer that the general manager should ascribe to such 

a politically susceptible structure. 

However, Chapter Three showed that Butters had every 

good reason for advocating the establishment and maintenance 

of political control. In the early construction period the 

advantages of a direct tap on government influence, and 

financial resources, were enormous. Such advantages were 

threatened, rather than assured, by the advent of a 

commission in the form which was presently being proposed. 

Since political control acted more as a shield than as a 

check,\ Butters enjoyed under the system almost complete 

autonomy in his management of both the detailed workings 

of the department and the policy development of hydro-

electricity in general. Thus his act~ons were no aberration, 

but rather an assertion of the progressive canons. 

Due to the existence of an alternative 

interpretation1 , which sees JHB striving for an HEC as 

early as 1917, the above points had to be developed fully. 



It is believed that such was achieved in Chapter Three and 

in Appendices A and B. 

In Chapter Four we witnessed what happened after 1921 

when Butters actually did undergo a 'volte face', and began 

to campaign for commission management. We saw that his 

motives were three-fold. It was drawing towards the end 

of the major construction period and thus the HED would 

soon be almost purely a commercial undertaking. Secondly 

the government was becoming increasingly unable to shelter 

the Department from politically motivated attacks upon its 

management. Finally the suggestion was made that Butters 

was, pure-and-simple, an ambitious man who wanted to 

achieve a greater status in life than that of general 

manager of a government department. 

The government, however, was at odds with Butters' 

new stance. It clung to the HED and made administrative 

life so frustrating for JHB that he found another position 

interstate and left Tasmania and the Department to its 

politicians. 

Further to an understanding of the relationship 

between power and politics, we witness what happened when 

a new government determined that it would indeed try to 

separate the HED from the control of the body politic. It 

was shown that Premier Lyons' motives were two-fold. On 

the one hand he appears to have genuinely wanted to put 

the Department on a 'sound businoss footing'. However the 

removal of political control was an end in itself. Lyons 
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openly stated that the Department's identification with 

the government was a political liability. As.an 'economy 

government~Lyons wanted to circumvent the demands of 

country dwellers for progressive provision of power to 

their, areas. His attempt to separate himself from the 

Department, however, failed. 

The action of the Legislative Council, in 'killing' 

the 1925 HEC Bill, brought home to Harry Curtis and his 

Ministers the need to appease municipal interests before 

the much-needed expedient of creating the HEC could be 

achieved. In other words, through political pressure the 

Hydro-Electric Department was brought to account to the 

demands of the people. 

Curtis, Lyons and McPhee, thereupon set about 

developing a state wide electricity supply system. In doing 

so they gained the confidence of the Legislative Council. 

By assuring the municipal interests that the personnel of 

the new commission would be amenable to their demands, the 

campaign was sealed. So, in 1929, the Hydro-Electric 

Commission Bill passed through the legislative without any 

real show of resistance. A very important point in 

Tasmania's history was therefore reached. The reader is 

left to consider for himself the implications this had for 

the future. 

The story of the development of Hydro Electric Power 

in Tasmania is not a simple narrative. Its history was 

influenced by a complex assortment of factors: by the 
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interactions of ideology, personality and circumstance. 

Although it is impossible to present a complete picture of 

the relationships between power, politics and progress in 

the evolution of the HEC we can, at least, conclude that 

the provision of Hydro power was inextricably linked to 

the vicissitudes of Tasmanian politics and differing 

opinions as to the meaning of progress. 
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ll~anarwn_lent rmd ('on.trol of UeJJartment.---At the present tiJM the ])epart
nwnt 1s work1ng mtder "'I \1(' Cu1nplex On·:-: Act," and one or two amending Acts 
lmscd on this o1w, "Tl1c llydm J<:lc>ctric l'urchnse Ad'' a.ud "The Hobart Gas 
Company's Eledt ic UmlPr1 :ikin!J; Purchase Act," and it is needless to say that this 
multiplicity of Acts is at llrlles very inconvenicllt. Tlle origiw\1 Act ·was one 

drawn Hp f'or a privnte cmnJHiny, and as might reasonably be expected, a consider
nhle nmnlwr of nmrJJdlllcnts arn desirable and necessary now that tltc uudnrtaking 
lms bc;coltle tile property ol' the f~Lnte. .A eerta.in nmnlH'.r a.nJ the more urgent of 
the necessn.ry a.rncndnwnts lwve lwen included in a Bill which will be presented to 
Parlimlwnt t.llis Session, ns yon nre aware. 

9/~. 

Yon will, no doubt, remember that \Y hen discussing these amelldments with 
yon and with the Honmmthle the Attorney-General, attention wrts drawn to the 
desirnhilitv of a consolidation uf our Acts, a.nd it was decided tha.t t.he work of 
preparing"a cnnsolidn.ting Bill slwuld he nndertnkeu ns soon as Parlimnent went 
into recess. The preparntion of such a Bill appears to me to be a suitable oppor
tunity to reconsider the q<H'.'·d ion of the maHagement and control of the Hydro
Electrie Depa.rtnJellt. Sunie few months ago you threw out the suggestion that I 
should give some consideration to the question as to w het.her it might. not•!Je advi~
a.b1e sooner or later top lace the hyd ro-el<~ct.ric undertakings of the State under a Com
mission. I have given this mn.ttermatureconsideration,n.syousuggested and I have 
come to the conelusion that some such arrangement is desirable, and might well be 
adopted and embodied in a new Bill to establish it, and at the same time to con
solidate our existing legislation. J hnve given cnrefuLconsideration to ·what is the 
practice in various parts of' the world, and to the degree of sueeess aellieved ·with· 
the various arrn.ugements, and nm firmly of the opinion that the proposals I submit 
for your consideration lwn'nnder are those best. suited to our circumstances:-

There are two distinet. functions to be performed in connection ·with a. hydro
electric undertaking such a.s ours, whicl1 wi II eventually embody a number of djg. 
tinct schemes, ea.ch in all prohn.hility connected either electrically or hydraulically 
wH.h the other. One is the cunst.rHction, development, and operation of the 
schemes when decided upon and authorised, and the other t.l1e collection of informa
tion with regard t.o possible schemes and the general conservation of water for the 
general development of the State. Jn my opinion, these two functions should be 
performed by t.wo distinct nut.lwrities---(1) tlw Ilydro--Eleetrie Department or 
II ydro .. E lectric Commissi ()!l (w 11 ichever term is prefe1;red), to construct, operate, and . 
manage hydro-electric nndertnkings a.nthorised by Parliament., with the iuferen-. 
tial function of plncing proposals for ltydro-electric nndertnkings before the :Min·' 
ister and Parliament; and (:2) n Commission of Conservation to collect data in 
regard to >vater-snpplies generally, and carry out ~t complete water survey of the 
State. This latter commission wcnild have to tn.ke into consideration, not only 
hydro-electric interests, hnt also irrigatioll and general water-supply interests; and' 
I would also Sllggm;t that such a commission might also include a forestry interest, 
a lands interest, n mines interest, and, in faet, any interest which, from the point 
of viP\\' of the conservation of the na.tllra1 wea1t]J 01 tile State, is worthy of con
sideration. Proposal No. (2) wcmld involve a comm1ssion with, say, a Mfnister of 
the Crown as Chairman, and a representative ft·om the JTyuro-Electric Depart
ment, one from the Irdgation Department wl1en estnhlishecl, or, in the meantime, 
an inigatiou expert, a represent.ntive particularly qwllified to deal with the city 
and rural water-supplies, a representative to look after forestry interests, another 



to look nftpr Jnn1b inll;J·ests, ;tno!lwJ· to look after 111illP~: intt;n1sts, a,nd n. repre
M'ntative to looL after nny other State interest whicl1 tl1e novernm· in Council may 
{~msider COJIH:'S wit bin tlw intentiou and objective ol the Comrnissiou. I would 
draw attentio!l here to the fact that. a Cmmn1ssion (lf' Conservation was est.nhlislwd 
Ill Canaua in HlOD, and inc:lndes certain of tlle::m fwJctimJs: it has dcme adrnirnhl(' 
work, and I am of the opinion that a similar corn1nissiun wunld exactly fulfil ow 
requirements n11d perform very valuable work in tlie development of the State. 
lb particular interest from a hydro-electric point of view would be, as l have 
slated above, that it would he charged with the work of rnaking water-power Sllr

W')'S, and the preparation of information to be forwarded to the Hydro-Electric 
Ikpartment for further development fmm a purely hydro-electric point of view, 
the link lwtwl'en the llydro-Electric Department and tile Connnission of Conserva
tion being maini:ti IH~d hy the representative from the fornwr on tlw latter. 
. H.evertiug to the anthority proposed for the colltrol of the 1Jydro-elcetric 
unrlertakings: in the first place, the universal experience is that the executive 
engineering and lmsiness oflicer should be one and the ;-;anle perso11. I can find uo 
instance of any undertaking for the nmnufact.ure aml supply of electricity bc;ng 
managed b)' rwy ollicer other t11a.n an expert engineer, and I am equally positive 
that any oi.her proposal ·would result in rank failure. Vvere it. possible to secure 
an oflicer who migl!t he considered as the higlu:.cst expert 011 the engineering side 
and abo the highest expert on tl1e cmmnercial side, witl1 an ndded incideutal or two, 
suel1 as genius for organisation and for the control of a large staff, there is no doubt 
that tl1e best re:-lulL; wotlld lw olJiained hy vesting the whol(~ of tl1e powers, control, 
and managemellt in snell n n oll'leer; lmt I would suggest that snell an o/licer could 
only be obtained, even if he were a possibility, at a salary quite out o.f the reach of 
Tasmanian finance, and at an age when only a few years of useful service would be 
left to him. \Ve may therefore nl!e out the possibility of olltaining such a man 
and get clown to a position which is within the reach of prnctieal politics. The 
primary reqmrement in the chief executive officer of a department such as ours is 
broad engineering ability, a facnlty for organisation and the control of men, 
together with a general lmsiness instinct, and the more of the latter quality the 
person happens to be possessed of the better will he he able to carry out his duties, 
11nd the luckier the State will be. 

Now, from the technical point of view, experience elsewhere shows that undi
\'ided responsibility is esseJJt.ial, and it do('S not need Jmtch argmnent. to show t.hat 
the technical officer ·who is responsible :fur operating a. hydro-electric undertaking 
is the best ma11 to throw the responsibility npon in securiug a plant which will 
<1pcrate satisfactorily, as by this means the ollicer can blame 110 one but himself if 
~~ iou:; trouble develops. Sma.ll differences of opinion are hound to arise between 
expert:;, but lllost of them would be llOn-essential, and in any case the decision of 
the responsible operating oflicer shon1d prevail. This is the position from the 
rngineering point of view. Any such execmtive oflicer will freqneut.ly desire to 
tLrash out with other minds the business and cmmnercial interests co1mected with 
any proposition he may have nnder consideration, and snel1 a function is per
fnnnecl by ilw hoard of directm·s in private entE'rprise. At present I have to 
take any proposal emanating from rne W1thont the lJenef1t. of stwh assistance to 
you, and eventually to Cabinet, for consideration a.ncl decision, and l would sub
mit that tlic~ hest results cannot he assured by these means, that. it tln·ows n. respon
liibility on Ivlinisters which they should not have to take, and, incidentally, tlml\vs 
11pon the executive ofilcer of the Department a. business responsibility which is an 

.. Wlfair one, and for whic:l1, in my own experience, he gets no credit, and is fre-· 
,qoently subjected to attacks and criticism made without knowledg'e, and without 

considering that l1e has no alternative. Summarised, therefore~, my considered 
opinion may be stated as follows :-

(1) That the controlling authority should not. rE~lieve the executive officer· 
of the Department from any of his teclmieal and professional 
responsibility. 

(2) That it should allow of a hoard of management, hoard of advice, eom
mission or whatever it mnv he termed. to be available to assist 



the Cl1ief Engineer nnd Uer;crnl Ma.na.g~r on the business and com
mercin 1 sick of his work, a.nd to give J\1inisters, Parliament, and 
the p11blic the benefit of the aeemnulated business and commercial 
cxperiencp of sneh n board, combined ·with the teehnical and pro
fessional views of tl1e General Manager a.nd his assistants. With 
such a.11 organisation ami authority we should be closely approxi
mai ing to tl1e practiee of a private company, and J think we might 
safely assume tbat wl1at has been dP.cided 11pon as the result of 
many years' experience ill pnvatr enterprise as the best method of 
controlling undertakings IS certainly the best for HS to adopt. 

therefore hrg to make tlw following recmnmcndations :--

(1) T'hat. as ~oon as F'arliamcnt goes into reee.ss, a Bill hr drn ftecl to pro
vide. for t hr estahlishmcmt of an authority to control the hydro· 
electric m1clertaki11gs of the ~ta.te, ancl t.o'eonsolidate and ai11end 
our existing legislation. · 

(2) That the ·whole of the powers at present vested in the Minister rw 
vested in the ne1Y authority, or be vested in the Governor acting 
on the advice of the new n.uthority. 

(:3) That a Commission or a Board of Management lw appointed by the, 
Govemor iH Council, to consist of three gentlemen selected solely' 
for their business acumen, experience, and ability, to have no con· 
nection wlia.tever with poiltics, and to act exactly as a. board of 
directors would act were t lie undertaking a private one. Tht> 
Commission or Board to meet at least. once per month, and so much 
more frequently as the General J'vlanager of the Department may 
desire for the proper conduct of the business. 'Jlwt ~hey should 
Le paid a fee for each meeting attended. 

(4) That the 1iwnil.wrs of this Commission or Board he appointed for a 
tern1 of seven years, in order to avoid the contimwl necessity of 
educating them into a snfficient understanding of n hyclro-elcctric 
nndertabng to enable them to intelligently apply their business 
knowledge: the first appointments being for periods of three, fi>e, 
and seven years respectively, so as to ensure that only one member 
ret.i res at a time. 

(5) That the CommissiOn 01' Board bt~ responsihle directly to a Minister 
of the Crown, who ·woHld net as tho mouthpiece of the Commission 
in Parliament. 

(6) Tbat the Treasury Hegulat.wns and "Audit Act" be so amended as 
to a.llmv of the business of the Department being carried on exactly 
as a private enterprise would do it, subject to legislation tD be 
developed, and Lo Government audi L. 

(7) That the expcutive managrment of the Department be in the hand~ 
of the Chief EngilHwr and Uenern.l Manager, who shall be respon· 
sihle to the Commission or Board or Management: it being laid 
down, however, that in t11e event of a. recormnenda.tion of tk 
General I\1 anager not rec:mvii1g the concurrence of the Commis~ioo 
or Board, he shall have t.ne right. to refer the drcision to the .M.in· 
ister, with the reasons for his recommendation and the reasons ri 
the Commission or Board for not concurring therein. 

(8) That a Commission of Conservation be established on the lines ~ 
out above. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

tT. H. BUTTERS, 
Chief Engineer and General Manager. 

The Honourable the Minister for La1~ds ana Works. 
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191 8. 

HFPClWJ' OF Til F C'O?\~ULTATIYF BOAnn FOH THE PERTOD 
J:ini T\1.\JWJI, JDJB, To iHlTH .nJNT, 1\lJS. 

1. Ol! t l:t· l5t l1 \l n n·l1 ln:oi i lw undersigned were requested hv rou to net ns ~( 
aCnn:.;ultativt· Br1ard in cullllt~cti()Jl ,,jt!J th· llvdrn-Llectric ]lepartnH~nt until the 
:llslllt·Ct'lltlH'r, I \11 ~ Tl1e dnties of the J3uard were indicated by you as folJo,,·s :-

(a) To gellt,rally Sllji('I'Yi;-;e the organisntiu11 of the Department, ·with a view 
. to makllli,:; any recornmendatiun fur improvemcnt.s and economy. 

(11) All estinwtes fur new constructimt hl'fore gning to tl!c I\Jinister. to be 
submitted tn tl1e Bn:nd. 

(r) .All n•t·untlJJ(·JHlutiuJts to the nliuistcr for tlle sale of l>locks of power 
e:-:.ccedlllg :!00 lw1se-po\\er to be f\rst sul1T11itted by tlte Genenl 
!ll<tllii).!Cl j(J the Bourd for its C(JJICUrrence, and eacb recommendation 
tn include :opecific deiaib as to tlte surplus power remaining there· 
aftl'l' avnilallle fur sale. 

(d) To collectin~ly ancl individually uring to tl1e notice of the !vJinistn 
and/or (;elleral ?llanager any matter they might consider of benetit 
to tlw Department. 

(e) To as-;ist the l\linister and/or Ceneral Manager hy a rec:ommendatioll 
on any sul.JjccL connected\\ itl1 the Department whicl1 may be referred 
to t!Jcm. 

(/) The BonrJ were also requested, ill conjunction \Yith the General Man 
ager tu Jllal;e l'l'C'<l!IIIJl('lidiitioll:o f(lr your consideration dealing with 
the pemwnent cnnstit ut i(>Jl aucl utlwr pnwns of the Hoard, and tlH: 
f~ttun: rrwiwgen1ent (Jf the Department. 

:2. Meetinr;s.-Tlurill!:!: the three and a l1alf months between the 15th r..farcb 
and :30tll J\li;P the Bu;~rd were called together on eiglJt nccasic>ns for the 
purpo:;e of cor1 fcniJJg witiJ U1c General l\Lu1ager or1 varions matters. All the 
members cJf the B()ard were preo:ent at seveH of tiJe meetings, nncl (\YO memlwr:; 
!'resent at the eiglilli. Tl1e J3,,ard lw::: als'1 IJwde a tllree-cbys' vi;;it pf inspection 
to the works at the (jreat Lal\e and \Vaddamana 

ln additi(JJI to 1l1e llJatters rdeTred to, opportunity has been taken by the dif.· 
ferent mem!Jers of tlw Buanl of ac'1uiring lmcm ledge of the lJllsil!e:os (Jf the Depart
ment. 

::3. DcJ7nrtiiLC71trd Urunnisati(/u.-The Board has had an (1pportunity of con
sidering tl1e Organisation and Ceneral lJJstructi,JllS prepared by the General I\lall
ager fur the nW11agement of tl1e Depart1nent, and subject tot he following observa
tions consider tlH'fll sufficient for the present working uf the Department:--

This Organisation, as will he seen from the annual report of the General Man
agrr, divides the Department up into six branches, each of whicl1 is in the direct 
charge of an oflicer specially selected for the purpose, and, in the ca::ie of techuicaJ 
branches, who possesses the exact technical qualifications required. Ttw Jargt> 
amount of important work Jea!t with by each branch requires the undivided attetr, 
tion of each branch head, and, further, necessitates the special qualifications whidl 
have been referred to. 

The General ManagPr, under present ci rcurnstances, has to give his personal 
attention, not only to the geueral supervision of the Department's w:)rk and tht: 
co~ordination of the various branches, but also to a large mass of deta1l wo~k, and 
he has represented to the Board thn.t, particularly in view of the new works 1n o:m· 
templation, it is an i1nperative necess1ty that at a very early date an additional 
olfker should be appointed to assist him in wlmt may be termed the genehd manage-' 
ment of the Department. 
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This officer should possess not only the requisite and essential technical know. 
ledge, but also a general capacity for aJministration, in order to enable him, notonly 
to relieve the General Manager from the present necessity of his giving persona! 
attention to so much detail work, but also to be capable of acting as Sub-ma.nager 
of the Department and Deputy in tlle case of the temporary absence of the GenC'ral 
Manager at any time. 

Such an addition to the staff ·would allow the General Manager more freedom 
to concentrate his attention on the more important ·work of the Department. 

The insight which members of the Board have no\v had into the Department's 
work enables it to say that it strongly supports this view, and considers that as 
soon as it is possible to secure an oflicer \vith the required capabilities this addi· 
tiona.l appointment should be made. 

4. New Construction.-The works under this heading carried out during the 
period the Bo:ncl has held Office were sanctioned before the institution of the 
Board, so no estimates or new construction were considered for the period covered 
by this report. 

5. Const1:tution.-In accordance with y1mr reqm~st to ~;ivr consideration tn 

the establishment of a permanent constitution, the Board devoted considerahl1~ 
attention to the matter, and made recommendations, embodied in a draft Bill.' 
and submitted same for your consideration. 

In connection with the suggesHons made in the draft Bill for the operation. 
control, and management of the Department, the Bonrd desires to cnlJ your atten·, 
tion to their suggestions dea.ling with finance and ~ccounts. In the opinion of the i 
Board it is desirable that no time should be lost in separating the acconnts of this 1 

Department from the general Treasury accounts and establishing them on the Sflrnr 

basis as wonld be adopted if the Department was he1ng managed as a purely corn-. 
mercial enterprise by a private company. The s1tggestions mn,de in the draft Bill 
are designed to accomplish this. 

6. Arconnts.--The accounts for the 12 months ended 30th .Tnne, 1918, hare 
been examined thoroughly hy the' Board, and we are of opinion that the resultc 
shown by same very clenrly set out the yea.r's operations: hut we feel sure that th~ 
di mculties in preparing these accounts will get greater year by yen r under th~ 
present system of bookkeeping, due to the Treasury method of dealing with all 
moneys. . 

If the Board's snggestion as to separation of the Depnrtment's acconnts from, 
the general Treasury accounts is carried ont, it will tend to the simplificrttion of 
the system of bookkeeping considerably, rednce the work of the Accounts Branch 
a.nd enable the nnnw~ 1 accounts to he produced more expeditiously. 

Until the Department has proper control of its own finances it will be impos
sible to create the necessnry depreciation funds and repa.irs and renewals reserve5. 
and although in the past the sur11lus has been insufficient to start creating these. 1t 
would appear that irl the very near future the proftts will admit of same, and anr 
accounts produced then without making provision for these funds would be incor 
rect and misleading. 

M. W. SIMMONS, Chnirman. 
GOHDONr L. , C~EASEY, ~.Members. 
C. E. \\ EBSTLR, ~ 

To the Hon. the Minister for Lands and ·Works. 



AI-: PEND I X C : 

1920-21 

1921-22 

1922 23 

1924-25 

1925-26 

COUNCIL'S REACTION TO 

~' 1920/21 - 1931. 

BILLS 

PRESENTED 

TO 

L.C 

76 

95 

73 

67 

BILLS 

AGREED 

TO BY 

L.C. 

71 

82 

73 

58 

99. 

BILLS PERCENTAGE 

NOT AGF!.EE OF BILLS 

TO FAILING TO 

BY L.C. PASS L.C. 

5 7.0 

13 15.8 
--- ·----

0 0 

8 13.5 
·---··-··----------------------------·--------

77 74 !.._ 0 

106 __ _ 17 19. 1 ;;: 

1927 . ___ 1_.13 

89 

103 10 

3 

9.7 

1928-29 76 73 4.1 ---·-------------

1930 69 65 4 6. 1 
--- -----------·-----·----

1931 6 __ 5 ____ _ 61 4 6.6 

_l':l_QTE: This is no more than a quantit.ative analysis of 

the simplest kind. It does not take into account the 

nature of legislation dealt with. However it does appear 

to support the assertion that Upper House obstructionism 

was particularly prevalent at the time Lyons' Labor 

government was attempting to enact the Hydro Electric 

Commission Bill in the spring of 1925. (;;:) 
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'l"lu Honou:rabl~ tho ?rilmht•, 
tl...<Ll!.J!.£ __ t!., 

.ll\trtho.r ·to 'm'/ ocn't'oli':':>O. ti.on '11t th )ti~U 
ro t:ha Hydro-E.l<Jctr.1 c D!il:pt.tr1'Jn0U t and :Hs i'utu..r~ :pc>Hcy, 
I 'i~ou.l1l aubmi t the i'o llm~:l.ng t'dmarks. • 

As you nrs o.ware, 'the nv1V<ll,tEmt ia on 
foot to brtng eJ;,mt the l'\:'lduc ti.-:::n :'Ln ohargos ul.<i.da by thu 
D"partmant for power nupplios to Ccuatry l\Tt.midpal:!. U1.1a. 
At t;ha preiJ('lllt this ia impt'act.tctlble, He the 1Japartn~"'nt, 
thoue;h puying ita pt.'h haa a lat•o;a ac: ,J\m;ula ·t;.,:l d<E~l' i c:l. \lllCJ' 

to wi.pe oi'f, a a wall a<~ o.djuatiug many :items thu t fl.l''"' 

re0;l'ei:Hm t\)d by intangible ass a t;a ·,vhtch have bean Cl'catf.l•:l 
.in yaa.r::~ gm:u; by, aad th~)ae must :raGe:l.v·~ att,!~nt:ion :l.f th~ 
Dep<>..rtmant is to be w:~intained ou anyi:hing l !J.te a ;)(Jl.l::J.d 
bash. 

J\{l;a:tn, tho ,;:~uxrpl:v to Ooun t1.·y ,1ttm:to iJ;Jttl-
it:l.o\'3 :i:;; u.uytld.ng but t'!. protitab1.9 nnd~:J:t,:dd.a,g a 1; , 
~md tl:!"il~ '"\l';T;lh1ti hn.'l'$ only h11r:m ill1dtn•·t.u!c:~n. tHl ',;i:l,, tlrwr.c,H 
ot tl:ut~ D0puz·t~,.:mt Luy.JJ.•on !.ll"d ;~o dio'fl bhh dr.r<r;Slop.t11}i1~ "IIO:t'l·~ 
to bllf l)ll..'t'l'1il& out. 

1t is the ot th0 to 
,,n;t.ntd th,, l>H'l'll:ti l;e <}·r i\ \~i:JW<,: :J'·.lr!J l.y t\J '"'1':.>1 .,n·'.j;J'i! '"' · •• u..I 
~cth\;lll it <":J;t.ll li.rt'Ol'•i t;o dt; tJ0 1 a:twdyi'i 1il ;,,L,,! tl," l;y 
rJO doi.ug :H 'dU. U<)t th.J~0W hHl blJTrY ::\ b'U'i:~ll 0~1 1,:,.> l..l 
\Jt' :tn ar·an lik ::~u.;;!l 1l 

bertll:!. l'·:H\lL:scd, 
, ot Hobs_\~·t ,.~1:.-J ·.d\.ll'" 

VIl.,f (L'02'.t t.; (;LJ.t ;, 

'NI o.,.~u l.iu•lo L> ';L;;; '-·l 1 

i:;.othe.~.• m..Ji,;; ;;lw.l; ''''"" 1J,~ LWJJ.(:rdd L;} 
tl~d Dd:£HAl'~·tt~t~tJ':tt jidJ.VU.1 .. i t·~h:~ ·J ' t :.~l.1:uif~ LJ.:~.,; ~:.:ttl 

l?.i.d n<..:a. t il:1:"' :~ ;;t, ii,;· .l; 0 " ;::1. <HHS i (J 

th!.'ttr ;.:l~r~y [)! ·tr~~:t tr~~J".~<o~\!1,.'.,:.,i~.*Jii ·;.~ .. ~:u, 
d<~.d~ ·tfiJ.. tci~ ~~(;~." :/ J '" I.J.~i i :;_. ,j.:J~ ..J 

w·_,.n"i-Jt\.;;J C~>tH'l<.Ll>j l,; 
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th~ D\l;t'l~.'t't:ft.:1mt could no douJ;t rr:.an~:~g~ t.i:HH1!.1' t~liilct.:d.c~:il 
iiiUl•:PH~•ill izt a mo:r111 &~fltis:.f'aoto:r:r lit!illln.n·, J•Nvldi!ld thut thlfl 
~"ui:l1\l1:i·ali'ciee nr·o to X><>Y to i<hr> Undarttildng tht:ts\11 x·u'tu 
al:n:aily levit>i.'l. <Ul::'t onUectt.ld 'l<Jr th11t pm'p::>s~. 

Theil oolleatod rat11, with tbe 
c11;r.upti.ot1 o:r tho Stl·,~t.·t l~e;1;1l 1 cr suoh & re.te thai; 
WO\lld pt·ovide fm' [3tt·ed X.itbtil:g 1 to b<i l'<ii:hw.tble u the 
Yar.·.\C•\.W Und.v.l:rt<>kin<~s l)HY thl:d.r W~;>y untLl tli<> re,tfJil' clu.~rgotl 
·wt:r•a tht:Je·"O ot' the Hural Il:L'<1.neh of tha 1 but the 
tr;,.k:l..Hg OV•3r b~' the l):.rpa:dcuo nt o1' thHs~> Uadertal:i:og;, W(;uld 
not sol·i!tl trw :problem i:f' tht: Dttprn•tmsnt io to ~·mt<aLn aa nt 
p1'11H!Dnt ecntsti tuted; the G::r.,orn.:ndnt wou.l.:i at ill flnd tlwt 
:lnfhten;;\i:tl wor" being bx·\Juy;t to betH', :ro:r 
x·cd.ueUo:as, flat rate a etc., v;; vJ.;,J.l fw tho cotta t:cilot io:a 
Of \l.tlpl'C>f'i t;:;.'bJ.e S0l'VlCEJ6 01' t\i.J:t:'Vl\H7f.l tlH~.t; W01l]t' llf!V(Jl' Oti 
:protitahl·" (l:t' just.Hioble, 

:3htlldd C>uell avemt~1 e':une to p1>1H!, <uld 
l quitG :;,r,;o that they a~'.'<!• n re~l -:l!HJt,<H' to tLc \luvv:·;,;;;•,nt, 
it WOUl\~ . .fl.llit:O tht, (ll'h:iUUti jn. !'ii.Wll u liO::! l titiJl !!k; t•.; b;> 
a twn··pt.ying UndertokJa;_:;, UiHi ~h:row ttn h<h'li u.,wu.l lJur<ivn 
t1tl tlw Stnt.(j and !\trth<ili' l:'Ul.\trJet it:J dc·N;;J( 1l'liltlli.\, ULh> tlH.~ 
J)e,pa~bhi.l!'tL \II(Hild b;, in t]Jtl lY•b it { t<U Cf lll1 t h0 ut:lc.; to 
o:t:fEH' td:tl:'aot:l(lll,'J fo1· ·~ei.cbl1;;,1,.fl'""t'J ilt tL1d :scc..;.,;. 

'1\'.> Gvt;;·:~~(:r.JJ th t !:i a J t'Jh t. .it.'-'11 l wu~-tl0. 

0\JZ,(-'c)f> t to tho (l()IJI'I i'lt;r,Q,J t tlr t.;[, l t iJ (Jtl!J l :\ t~t t ,,, 'thl!l Jl"'~ltt1:tltlOtJ. t 
a Go;,udsel em Yli th ul.l tho pCJ;>t:;·:,'l! 1.1>ot out in trw ;;iLl. 
prfJVtously XJl'tH'JOl:lt•iirl, but w1.th the tJi11U.lcm of t.1Hl rir:;ht 
ot' ilttJ Condou ion to te\w o·,rr,:J' thtl Umh1l't<ll:::\n~~;l c,f l\11lltic1JH:.l-
1t hu on s i:ailn1· .lilHll:l to t.hcn:iftl now JH'OIJC' :'l(;d :for the 
Mun.i ~~ lllUli ti eu oi' Ddlorai not W\:!<Jt bnry, Longfol~d and P:vtt:ud.e.J I'll, 

.After GO::~o :v<.•:oJ·a of: fJ:t.::,Jr,·ri~Jot:<< I ruu 
tu convinced that tlH:,r·<:j tH·;J !.'tm l-'!unl\::l:;ml\ t.Io~.; that C!IJ:J. 

mleC<.J•;:;;t'u1Jy tnunuco t\:oir lJn\hn·i.u.lc.l\igH. l.(!;a:i.u, tlwao 
l;,~tJ.,::;ttt~tL·J llEtl tlrl'.l not t n.Gl:.~r.h \o oat11lt~:y un l~.:n~;.lne·J;:' 
ct1poble c.1t gtd.uing thtucl ox· c~:>.tm'oli;, Qf ~~:t.)utdin;i Ol' <l<nulo;p1ng 
dJtl.l btlUlHOtH.i. S\leh lli Dill wonld huYu tht~ ~:~fttH'.t or 

h:.c; llw :narJago:neut tUHl contlcCll ot t.h•.ZJ dil>tr·ibuttcm Htlt'i. 

£n;.l e; ct elec t.r 1 d. ty tin·m.l,;;hou t t1J<> flt!.1 tf.l :!l.;. u. f;t:IVtd'lli!l ;,; h~1dy, 
bu\. <>lway~J l.lih.•Ving tl11:1 l'rt to tho 11it<ni.eil'"':l:tty to 'tJiJ Hld(W-

nv0r· or othol''ifitJe. 'l'hin '~>cmJI'i ensm·v tiwrough it<1r<Hrtisation 
.iu <~11 lHH' t.u 0 t the ;:; t l'!.t;;i and tt.c dov 6'1 OJli~bflt of the pom;o ibh; 
tilec\ri0ul flbld, 

lt v;:lul.:! '"" l•"•'~'Jh.l~l tCI b:r:!.nz nbout a 
J,;,n·,~ uul t'Ol'l:i f!c:;;.le ot cl::uw:c6 in \;~; t;u-'.'.:.1. 1H·o1:J.a f .. lld 
liiLS\J.l'ti "' ln.1tter mr.nu,l;iltJunt, 

lt \HlUld. ch l\}:'G•D. conai~~·z::t'cib1~· 1J.~ 
I.IOJ.;;lL,l t> tr<;. t jou eh<H'e>"~> by bt·luf;:ll,g th1i.i.Ci. Ull·:\,;r· vrt·~ cl.lill.:~.·ol. 

lt \'Jo~11 'lleut ill. th;;, (;on:s.l~wion 'tho liiutex-
:riGht:;; o:l:' th~ Stat<:•, t~•.lbj~iC~ 1,.t: iou. At 
lli'oJ~>v:ut tl:..;;;:so ~® xwt WJ.:i.;r· th:> l:.:iJ:J.triJl uf t.nyl.,:.;.'iy. 

H: ~~C•1.:t'J. 
~tt ... IJ::·~d tot' e;>.·entu t>::>.t 

t·•:·.~•.; 'ttd a.~vtr:n::,l{lut 'L.;,h.~g 
n,lliii (:li.:l <:'><-.:.:d. (\!lilt. 

~ .. ,~~ 
Ct);kl.'ill 1.11 

J:·t '¥1\l'~~J~i ~H!~;\'~t~·M ~~ t~~)J.)' ot 
~~lf;tl itl4t,~'" lh\t.t f'~"<r~.'\~.ti1·, t~~tJ:.l.lt\ti\;J..\~ f~~·~fi'" it\)\J\J*..t iiA \ht~ 
tll~i;c m..t.,,~(., lii\i.>lh ~>td,;l h~Vl mw.bl<ii 
'l'hw f;\J.ut t\J ~~;<·;x.:;;n:.i '!m 
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D:i' Lf•)':'CCJ,.i:!l',')"t;~)J 

tf'1' c~,.,:nu ·: t1 n !.,~;n 
tl fJ i '(1 :f'\'!'1'!<'1 

:r hcd 1.d 

J'i; W(•\ll(\ 

of i.Lc. 'J':i'W! :r.rty "l'lcl 
\",;~. t;;;; c (' ·~,(~(;t.)u::~ 1 b~ 

C<m,Jo} ·l:l;;d;oll .tlc•Y(lr\il(• 1 m,"! 

(H\t of cu··,:r;,J;t rt~v";n\;::,. 

1'rn~ tb6 cd· 1)(_l[.~Hl·ntJor:t1, f'ot: th\7 
!?.:1Hi. dC1 '1Jt.~··nl~tlY% ~-l& t:d:, Wt.fll (t,:;J tl·l~~~ gOVOY'Ti 

jnot<,}hd;l A\; this is 
abz~nce of any d1roat1oa. 

()'/: ·,;:i.f'tii: •.. ;u 

ot al.l ale~trical 
<;t;>:'ri,,;'\ c;ut in tlHJ< 

l:t wnul•~. FN;vHi'l• t}!IJ Jlt)CCHJS~:l~Y et1on 
:t'c~.· th~· uor;\i'\H! tlcn of la't/! tlwt lilt.y im i!i'hJ\lLt'•;Jd fc:r. l.it·JW 

tn:'ltwtdOH r.nd tlnw t':1tlon the nBkiilf3 0f 
crxorh1tf~J:d~ prloes f'c.'tt feotGr~y a\ tefl~ 

An.othDr that 1~:~ n<Hnwr>!ll'Y ana 
not E1T0'•r1y incluclod in t.ht'l l'•J.U 'L:; th,> d1.fl'tl~n1t :f't::dnr, of 
Wuy}HI.t'\!t'l ccr;'•otl8.,sation. 'J'ld,s e.t i<J hecom1ng <.1. v.:n·:r 
!18l'l.CI\JS itnm awl it is neCHliUJrtr·y '!;:;:, teekl."' thi t1 qne),; tion em 
a vory diffc.>:rent bouie. No>i Z:n>'lz.md hat:~ I'f•om:rtly 
1G[i1Ll1Btl.ou pr•ovi.di.ng for :fl'!;i€1 bt\S e<rt 
dovm f• r:wul~·, ev<Jn on h(ll' id.s}t.l.Y""!Yl'l O!i·l L:m;l, much bel::n·: 
what wt~ ~D'ol 'l.'hi.B mc:t,tt:r :!'lliriuh'<:.l1J urgont u~.te:1tin··1, 
atJ 11w nr,;, ly 1.lYto r~·,:':~mncmt!l wi tll. .fj :t'\l\JJ 

~i.:t.d CclU0l.tOT<:I WlW V.l\'1 1'\Li.l£ i1'Jt1 Yb!',y' Ci:tffJ.ouJ.t :t'cl:t' UH 

Gill' 'Poll t:..1l V~C.<t'Y oostl~", 8f,i th>•d.r e.~,gta r~1onr:~ often amount to 
a&~ rc,,wh f.!6 t11"' V:n;r!.~leve. 

J: a rv::m 'U! 'th> 
tD 1\l.l'tliC7' di1HlU:3U t.h~ ):111:'\i:.t.o:t' wl 

e ; :Premie 
13 

' Department 
6/1928 .. 
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